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Abstract

Using a qualitative methodology. the researcher studied current first-year graduate
students in a College Student Affairs program. The researcher looked at skills the
students believed they gained from undergraduate

involvement.

the students·

perceptions

of what skills are important for professionals to have. and how both of those align with
the ACPAI NASPA Professional Competencies. The study was narrowed down to six
graduate students based on their responses to a sho1t participant survey to ensure the
participants came from diverse types of undergraduate involvement. These participants
were interviewed and asked a range of questions about their undergraduate involvement
experiences. ski I ls gained from involvement. if they had mentors in the field they looked
up lo. skills those mentors possessed. skills they believe are important for professionals to
have in the field. and i f they were aware of the ACPAINASPA Competencies.

Keywords:
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CHAPTER I
Introduction

The National Association of Student Personnel Administrators (NASPA) states
that the work of student affairs professionals helps students begin a l ifetime journey of
grov.1h and self-exploration (NASPA. n.d. ). Opportunities for student learning isn't
something that only takes place in the classroom. rather students learn and develop in
many environments and student affairs professionals are in the position to create positive
interactions and promote involvement in different ways around campus (NASPA. n.d.).
Researchers and practitioners in student affairs have recognized that there are going to be
changes and transitions within the world that will affect higher education and student
affairs professionals in the field need to be equipped to meet the challenges that come
their way in order to make college a place of support for all types of students.
A key element in becoming a student affairs professional is developing the
necessary skills, abilities. and competencies that will allow one to help students stay
connected and develop during times of societal and personal change (Love. 2003).
Student leaders develop transferable skills based on their experiences and as they
transition into student affairs professionals can use those skills to help students
(Schneider. 20 I 4). New professionals in the student affairs field are expected to have a
broad range of skills and abilities to be successful in their careers. especially at the
beginning (Schneider. 20 1 4). Fennell (20 I 0) studied the impact of undergraduate
students· experiences and found that students who were involved in campus life and took
on positions in student leadership can be motivated into becoming student affairs
professionals.
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To support the professional de\·elopment of student affairs professionals. a list of
professional competencies was created by a task force of representatives made up of two
of the most prominent organizations within the field of student affairs. the American
College Personnel Association (ACPA) and NAPSA. This effort provides a framework
for developing effective skillsets and quality practice critical to the success of all
professionals (Schneider. 20 1 4 ) While the field of student affairs has no common
.

certi ti cation or Ii censure for its members the field al lows a wide variety of paths that
individuals follow as they enter the profession. but there is still a need for agreement
about the skills necessary for success in the profession (Schneider. 2014).
The ACPA and NASPA Joint Task Force created a list of 44 skillsets to master
which are divided into 1 0 competency areas that lay the foundation regarding the
knowledge and skills needed and recommended for all student affairs educators.
regardless of the functional area where they work (ACPA & NASPA. 2015). Within each
competency area specific outcome statements are categorized as either foundational.
intermediate. or advanced indicating growth and development within the general
competency area. ACPA & NASPA (2015) discussed how within each competency area
there is a distinct central idea that makes it stand out from the other nine competencies
while recognizing that significant overlap with some of the outcomes within multiple
competencies can exist. This list encompasses a wide variety of the skills needed to be
successful in this profession and was created as a standard measure of expertise for
professionals. as a way to self-assess performance. and to guide the development of
coursework in graduate programs that prepare future student affairs professionals
(Schneider. 2014 & ACPA & NASPA. 2015).
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Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to idenli fy the skills first year graduate students in a
college student affairs program perceive they obtained from being an involved
undergraduate student. as well as the skills and competencies they believe are needed to
be successful in the student affairs profession. A secondary purpose is to explore both
sets of skills identified by participants· to determine whether or not they align with the
competencies identified by the ACPA and NASPA Joint Task Force. Results from this
study will inform student affairs professionals who work with involved undergraduate
students. specifically those who may consider student affairs as a career. about how the
skills those students gain from being involved are important in the development of the
competencies. This study will identify the participants· self-perception of the skills
needed in the profession. the skills they have developed because of extra-curricular
involvement. and their reflections on how their development up to this point in their
educational journey will provide them with an idea of what still needs to be addressed
during the remainder of their graduate preparation program and beyond.
According to Waple (2006) it is possible that the perceptions of what is a
necessary skill may change as professionals become more experienced. The researcher
will explore the perceptions of currently enrolled graduate students in a College Student
Affairs program regarding what is important in the field at this point in their journey and
compare those perceived skills identified as critical by the ACPA/NASPA Joint Task
Force. to determine how they align and di ffer.
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Research Questions

The following research questions were developed by the researcher and will be
used to guide the proposed study:
RQJ: What skills and competencies do graduate students perceive as needed in
the student affairs profession?
RQ2: What skills and competencies do graduate students perceive they gained as
a result of their undergraduate involvement experiences?
RQ3: How do the perceived skills gained from that involvement and identified as
important in the field of student affairs align with the ACPA/NASPA Joint Task
Force list of core competencies?
Assumptions

This study assumes that current graduate students in a college student affairs
graduate preparation program were involved in different student organizations. activities.
and jobs during their time as an undergraduate. As a result of that involvement. along
with working with student affairs professionals at their undergraduate institution. it is
believed that they were impacted by these experiences in their decision to pursue a career
in student affairs. A second assumption is that the perceived skills gained from
involvement identified by the participants will align with some of the core competencies
of the student affairs profession as determined by the ACPA/NASPA Joint Task Force.
Participants are not expected to be skilled in. or even aware of. all of the competencies at
this time in their program and there will likely be competencies that students have limited
experience with. even with their undergraduate involvement. Lastly. the researcher
assumes that the graduate students plan on continuing to develop the skills they haven't
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mastered and will be looking for their graduate preparation program to provide education
and direction in developing those competencies.

Significance of the Study
This study will analyze current student affairs· graduate students· undergraduate
experiences. how those involvement experiences led to the obtainment of those self
identified skills. and the skills believed necessary for their professional success in the
field of student affairs. The study will look at whether the skills stated by the participants·
align with the competencies identified by the ACPA/NASPA Joint Task Force. Looking
at students· participation in extra-curricular activities prior to choosing to go into the
student afa
f irs profession will help in identifying the variety of experiences that lead
individuals into the field. how extra-curricular participation benefits students in graduate
preparation programs. and will create an overall picture of what student affairs graduate
preparation programs need to be doing to build on those experiences in order to
efe
f ctively support the success of new student affairs professionals.
This research can also serve as an assessment tool of undergraduate student
development around extra-curricular involvement. It may provide insights into the
specific skills gained from being involved in different extra-curricular activities as an
undergraduate student. Additionally. knowledge of the skills graduate students have self
identified as having gained prior to going into student affairs will allow faculty to
consider what still needs to be taught. developed. and practiced in graduate preparation
programs. This will help professionals see the importance of students being involved in
extra-curricular activities and how those experiences prepare students who are going into
the student affairs profession.
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Limitations of the Study

As with all qualitative research. interviews will be done \.vith a limited number of
participants to explore the entire population the researcher is looking at. The researcher
will be looking at a class of twenty-five first year student affairs graduate students and
interviewing approximately 5-7 of them which may affect the generalizability of the
study based on the individual participants and the research site. Participants chosen may
share similar undergraduate involvement experiences which cou ld affect the diversity of
the findings. In order to address this issue. participants will be asked to complete a
participant information card to insure that a broad representation among undergraduate
experiences will be included in this study. Another potential limitation is that the
researcher has personal connections with many members of the pool of potential
participants making selection of participants more selective and intentional in order to
avoid selecting participants that may have too close a connection to the researcher.
Finally. participants could also answer questions with how they think they should
respond rather than how they really think about the questions asked to them by the
researcher. This issue will be addressed by reinforcing the goal of the study in the
informed consent as well as during the interview.
Definitions of Terms

Student Affairs

-

Refers to the administrative group on college campuses.

responsible for staff. services. and assisting in the development of students
outside of the classroom (.f avinar. 2000).
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Undergraduate lllvolveme11t - The amount of physical and psychosocial energy

students put into activities outside of the classroom that lead to statistically
signi ti cant outcomes of the college student experience (Astin. 1 999).
Competencies - Measurable patterns of knowledge.

skill s. abilities.

behaviors.

and other characteristics that an individual needs to perform work roles or
occupational functions successfully. They al low for a shared language of what is
entailed in being a professional in the specific field. (NI RSA. 2009)
Professional Competencies - I 0 competencies areas comprised of 44 individual

skills and competencies identified as essential for successful practice i n current
and future higher education environments. These competency areas address the
..knowledge. skills. and dispositions expected of all student affairs educators..
(ACP A/NASPA. 20 I 0 & ACPA/NASPA. 2 0 1 5 )
Summary

Student affairs personnel have a history of being devoted to the holistic
development of students (MagoIda. 2009). The emphasis of learning and development
stresses an integration and collaboration approach between academics and student affairs.
The relationship between academics and extra-curricular activities tends to focus on
development of knowledge and skills. and the greatest impact on the students· learning
stems from campus involvement as a whole including both academic and extra-curricular
activities (Colwell. 2006: Smith & Chenoweth. 20 1 5: & Astin. 1 999). Chapter one
provided an introduction for this study as well as potential signi ficance. assumptions. and
l imitations. Chapter two will provide an overview of the literature surrounding the
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development of student affairs as a field. as professionals. and the need for greater
structure and consistency in the preparation of future student affairs professionals.

9
CHAPTER II
Literature Review

The foundation of college student affairs work goes back to the earliest colonial
years of American Higher Education. The field has been c al l ed numerous different names
such as student personnel. student sen·ices. student dere/opmenl. and the most common
student C{f/ctirs (Long. 20 1 2). Student affairs professionals assist in the development of

students· cognitive and interpersonal skills. leadership. ethics, and cultural understanding.
They help students establish identity. explore careers they might want to pursue. and
serve the community they live in. and these professionals are known for educating
students predominantly outside of the classroom (Long. 2012).
The purpose of this chapter is to give an overview of the history and development
of the student affairs profession. I mportant documents and legal actions that encouraged
further development of the profession will be looked at to better understand how the
profession has evolved. An overview of the skills and competencies set by the ACPA and
NASPA Joint Task Force will be reviewed to understand what skillsets are important to
have when becoming a professional in the field. Lastly. career development theory
focusing on professional fit w i l l be discussed to help connect undergraduate experiences
to the professional development of the core competencies needed as entry level
professionals.
Student affairs is a profession comprised of dedicated leaders that support the
academic. professional. and personal development of college students. Within the
umbrella of student affairs there are multiple functional areas that comprise the
profession. and all of them have the potential to greatly affect student outcomes ( Peltier.

10
2014)

.

Student affairs professionals come from a variety of educational backgrounds and

experiences and share a common goal of improving the educational experience of the
..
college student (Wade. 1993). I n higher education. "student affairs refers to the
administrative group on college campuses. responsible for staff. services, and assisting in
the development of students outside of the classroom (Javinar. 2000). The necessary
skills for student affairs professionals to be successful have been defined by the
ACPAINASPA Joint Task Force (2010 & 2015). As the profession continues to change
and become more complex. the specific skills needed should be continuously assessed
and reviewed in order to stay relevant and provide clear guidelines for new professionals
to follow in planning their own professional development (Lovell & Kosten. 2000).
History & Development of Higher Education and Student Affairs

Higher education is the environment where students are being educated in various
disciplines in order to graduate and be ready fo r their future careers (Akpan.
Schuh. et al.

(20 I 0).

2016).

reminds us that the history of colleges and universities is about

teaching and learning. The relationship between faculty and students has continuously
evolved over time. and these relationships have always remained the main focus of
institutions. Student affairs in higher education provides support and services that play a
critical role in providing students with the needed tools to support them in achieving
academic success and reaching their goals towards graduation (Akpan. 2016).
Between the years 1636 and

1769.

the Nine Colonial Colleges were formed in the

United States (Cohen & Kisker. 20 I 0). The creation of these colleges was a small. but
critical starting point for higher education in the U.S (Schuh. et al.. 2010). These
institutions set an example for young men preparing for leadership and service to follO\\-.
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During this time. the presidents of universities ran the college and strict policies and rules
governed student behavior (Schuh. et al.. 20 I 0). The student population at this time
included white males starting as young as

14

was a constant tension between students and

years old (Cohen and Kisker. 20 1 0). There
faculty

during the Colonial Era. where

students expressed their dissatisfaction with the various concerns they had by revolting
and holding public riots to gain the attention of the college administration (Schuh. et al..
2010). Religion was an important part of college l i fe in this era and many of the colleges
developed because of their ties to a specific denomination with presidents often being
elders or preachers within that denomination. The college mission historically was to
ensure the preparation of their students to serve specifically as ministers and leaders of
the church prior to transitioning to preparing students to work in more secular
professions. Cohen and Kisker (2010) pointed out that as the nation was expanding. the
popu lation had nearly quadrupled by the Nineteenth century and the number of students
seeking higher education increased accordingly.
At the beginning of the Nineteenth Century. a number of key historical events
such as the Louisiana Purchase doubled the size of the nation and as new states were
created. people expanded westward to create a new life for themselves (Cohen & Kisker.
20 I 0). The U.S. population grew from almost 4 million in the beginning of the
Nineteenth Century to nearly 40 million by 1 869 (Cohen & Kisker. 2010). A similar
increase occurred in the number of colleges built in the first half of the 1 9111 century with
the number of institutions going from approximately 25 colleges in 1 800 to almost 250
by 1 860 ( Schuh. et al. 2010). Cohen and Kisker (20 1 0) stated that the expansion of
institutions occurred because of the great distances between settlements. differing
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religious denominations. vast population growth. and development of institutions towards
certain student populations.
Another factor impacting higher education at this time was that there were few
regulations or restrictions on educatio n so creating a new institution of higher education
was rather simple. I n the latter half of the N ineteenth Century. Schuh. et al. (2010) stated
that underrepresented populations including women. African Americans. and Native
Americans were gaining greater access to higher education and the benefits it bestowed.
with the social standing and prestige it granted being sought by more than just white men.
Cohen and Kisker (20 I 0) recognized this era as a time of great change within student
development. Additionally. colleges were introducing the elective system and new
secular majors were established that made the transition of students into adulthood less
structured and predetermined. New academic options and opportunities were now
available to the students instead of the previously rigid academic plan (Cohen and Kisker.
20 I 0). This time i n higher education also saw the creation of new professions. different
styles of colleges that attracted a more diverse student popula6on. and a growing
economy that placed a higher demand for graduates of higher education in general
(Cohen & Kisker. 2010).
The years 1914 through I 945. refe1Ted to as The Student Personnel Movement .
was greatly influenced by the work and efforts of Walter Dill Scott (Schuh. et al.. 201 0).
Scott was a pioneer in the creation of personnel procedures for businesses (Biddix &
Schwartz. 2 0 1 2) and later applied what he knew about personnel psychology theories and
training to the military during World War I . His system of training was very successful.
and after the war he and several of his army associates founded the Scott Company
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( Schuh. et al.. 20 I 0). The goal of his company was lo connect employee efficienc) lo
satisfaction by using management methods that focused on the individual. Scott later
became the

I 71h

president of Northwestem University. his alma mater. and saw the

opportunity to apply his work towards college students (Biddix & Schwartz. 2 0 1 2 ).
Scott applied concepts from personnel psychology to higher education because he
realized that the same ideas and methods he used with businesses could work on college
campuses. After this realization. Scott strategically reorganized the administrative staff at
Northwestern over two years to serve the needs of the student body by creating a campus
personnel office (Biddix & Schwartz. 201 2). The personnel office managed enrollment.
student needs · assessments. and helped with job placement opportunities after graduation.
Scott believed that the personnel office could help with enrollment issues. increase
student satisfaction. and understand the students· needs through assessment (Biddix &
Schwartz. 201 2). The office interviewed and classified new students. kept individual
records for each student. and had students meet individually with a staff member each
year about their specific educational needs (Schuh. et at.. 201 0). This offtce·s work
included the following key elements: an interest in individuals. an appreciation of the
methods of science instead of focusing on unsupported personal feelings. coordination of
the work of all agencies within the institutions. and service and research in the institution
working together (Schuh. et al. 20 I 0). Utilizing this office was a way of taking a
"'personal point of view·· to help a large campus run like a small one in how it treated
students.
In the early to mid-1 900s. as higher education began to experience greater
increases in the numbers of students and institutions. the overall interest in going to
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college became more common (Thelin. et al. 2009). Scott and his associate. L.B.
Hopkins. started looking for ways to improve operations and noticed that there was a lack
of women on staff who could better assist female students ( B iddix & Schwartz. 2 0 1 2 ).
F.sther

McDonald was a very involved undergraduate student al Northwestern who

showed great interest in psychology and understood the importance of connecting
students to the institutions through academics as well as activities outside of the
classroom (Biddix & Schwartz. 2 0 1 2 ). Scott and Hopkins appointed McDonald to be the
first assistant director for women in the Personnel Department after she graduated and
she continued on to pursue a Master's degree while working in the personnel office.
During this same period of time. the American Council on Education·s (ACE)
president from 1 934-1 950. George Zook, arranged a committee to examine students in
college frorn a psychological aspect following the philosophy behind Scott and his earlier
findings (Schuh. et al., 20 1 0 and Biddix & Schwartz. 201 2). ACE put together a task
force that raised funds to send out a national survey on personnel methods and found that
there was a strong interest from many colleges and universities to use the personnel
psychology methods (Biddix & Schwartz. 2012). ACE created multiple committees that
conducted surveys and encouraged paying attention to the experiences and needs of
students (Biddix & Schwartz, 20 1 2 and ACE. 1 937). This intentionality of working with
students was seen as the beginning of the modern student affairs profession (Schuh. et al..
201 0 ).
.
When World War I I ended in the mid 1 940 s. veterans were encouraged to seek
additional education and the government offered monetary assistance to supplement the
associated costs of a college degree. The Serviceman· s Readjustment Act of 1 944.
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commonly known as the G I Bill. was signed by President Franklin D. Roosevelt and
helped over 2 million veterans attend college by 1956. with veterans making up more
than 50% of the college population for a period of time ( Berman. 201 5 and Schuh. et al..
2010). This Bill helped support unemployment compensation. loans. and money towards
college education. The demand for college by such a large number of students meant
more student services and student affairs workers were necessary to support the increased
enrollment. Schuh. et al. (20 1 0 ) highlighted that the need for financial aid and housing
grew tremendously during this time.
After the war. the U.S. population experienced a substantial increase as a result of
veterans coming home. marrying. and having children. This population boom. referred to
as the baby boom, in turn led to higher demands on the education system. and by the late
1 960s the children born during this boom were now ready for college. These · baby
boomers· arrived at college with more complex social issues affecting them than previous
generations had experienced including an unpopular war. the military draft for young
men. and the increasing integration into American society of African Americans (Schuh.
et al.. 20 I 0). Eventually. protests over the Vietnam War and the fight for civil rights
expanded to include activism for student rights and freedoms.
From the beginning of the twentieth century women experienced an increase in
access to higher education even though they were still frequently limited to specific
institutions and fields of study (Moore. 1 987). Jn the 1 960s women were concentrated in
an extremely limited range of majors with over 70% of female students enrolled in the
following fields: education. English. fine arts. nursing, history. and home economics
(Jacobs. 1 996). This segregation of majors substantially declined between the 1 960s and
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the 1 980s as many of the barriers for women in higher education such as age. marital
status. and financial issues were removed during the approach of the twenty-first century
(Moore. 1 987) and by 1 985. enrolled women made up 52.5 percent of total enrollment in
higher education ( Karen. 1 99 1 ). This change in the educational opportunities for women
led to greater contributions of women at home as well as in the workplace as they were
more informed and educated ( Moore. 1 987). The creation of women· s studies programs
began in 1 969. and by the end of the twentieth century women· s studies had a huge
impact on the development of humanities and the social sciences leading to the
incorporation o f gender issues into a wide range of coursework (Jacobs. 1 996). The role
of women became more noticeably important and policies began to move towards more
equal rights and a future where women felt important. included. and that they were
contributing to society.
Deans of Women and Men

After the Civil War. women began seeking careers in higher education and
Schuh. et al. (20 I 0) stated that the first group of professionals who truly embraced the
profession were female faculty members. These women. referred to as '"lady principals""
..
and ..matrons . modeled female leadership and integrity for female students and staff.
Marion Talbot was one of the early Deans of Women who held meetings with her
colleagues in similar positions at other institutions in order for them to share concerns.
handbooks. policies. and the overall developments that were happening at each of their
campuses ( Schuh. et al. 2010). In 1 9 1 6 a group of Deans of Women formed a
professional organization called the National Association of Deans of Women (NADW)
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v;hich established its own journal in the 1 920s that included research studies and current
trends identified as critical to their interests ( Schuh. ct al.. 20 I 0).
Similar to the Deans of Women. an organization called the National Association
of Deans and Advisors of Men (NADM) was created in 1 9 1 8 in

response to

the actions of

the Deans of Women. One of the first Deans of Men. Thomas Ark le Clark. was a former
member of Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity and during his time in the Dean of Men position
the fraternity system on his campus grew tremendously. Clark took on multiple roles on
his campus that look very similar to modern positions in student affairs including
organizing events and activities, starting a campus clinic . and taking care of issues with
..
student conduct (Schuh, et al.. 20 I 0). Clark was seen as · ·the dean of deans and other
Deans of Men would then come to him for advice. The National Association of Deans of
Men would meet annually and share stories and ideas they had to improve student
conduct. events. and overall campus management and this organization would ultimately
become the National Association of Student Personnel Administrators or NA SPA
(Schuh. et al. 20 I 0).
Legal Issues

Between 1 970 and the mid- I 990s. a number of federal laws and judicial
decisions were made that further affected the responsibilities of student affairs
professionals. Student affairs professionals. responsible for many elements of campus life
outside the classroom. were significantly impacted in their work by the changing social
and legal landscape in the United States. New laws and court rulings changed how
higher education operated and student affairs professionals needed to develop new skills
to effectively serve this changing student population.
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Three of the laws that greatly impacted Higher Education include Title I X .
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act. and the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA). Title IX of the Civil Rights Act was passed in 1 972 and stated that no person
could

be excluded from participation or be discrimi nated against i n any educational

program receiving federal financial assistance based on sex (U.S. Department of
Education. 20 1 5). I n 1 973 Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act was passed which
protected the rights of individuals with disabilities by requiring access to education at all
levels for this population (U.S. Department of Education. 2010). The Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act (FERP A) was enacted in 1 974 to protect the privacy of students·
educational records (U.S. Department of Education. 20 1 8). FERPA allowed individuals
to have the ability to review their educational records and limit access of these records to
anyone other than themselves or those with a legitimate need. It also prohibited improper
disclosure of personal information contained in educational records. which were defined
as those records that contained information directly related to a student kept by an
institution (U.S. Department of Education. 2018). This law stated that the students· parent
or guardian

has all rights over their students' educational records, but once a student

reaches 1 8 years of age or attends a postsecondary institution. then the student becomes
an ..eligible student" and all rights are transfe1Ted to the student (U.S. Department of
Education. 20 1 8).
The legal rights of individuals of different races and genders also began to
improve following the Civil

War.

The Thirteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution

outlawed slavery in 1 865. and Black Americans were recognized as citizens in 1 868 due
to the equal protection rights and privileges established by the Fourteenth Amendment
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(Noltemeyer. 201 2). Despite the advances of these populations. the educational system
continued to limit these individuals in educational opportunities. Over time. education
shifted to focus on values such as tolerance. respect for rights. inclusive and deliberate
decision-making. nondiscrimination. and equality

for

all

(Gutmann.

1 999). Social justice

in education is described by the notion that all individuals should be treated with fairness.
respect. and dignity. and that they shouldn "t be held back from resources. opportunities.
and the protections that schools should offer (North. 2006; Shriberg & Fenning. 2009).
Brown v Board of Education (347 U.S. 483). ( 1 954) was a key case that changed
education for students of color. In 1 954 large parts of the United States still had racially
segregated schools. a practice that according to Wilson ( 1 996) had been ruled legal in
Plessy v. Ferguson ( 1 63 U.S. 537). ( 1 896). Oliver Brown, a parent of one of the children
who was denied access to the white only schools in Topeka. Kansas believed that the
school board was violating the Constitution with their policy of segregation (Wilson .
1 964 & Wilson. 1 996). After appealing this argument to the U.S. Supreme Court. the
court. in a unanimous decision. ordered the end of state-mandated racial segregation of
public schools (Bell, 1 980). The case reversed Plessy v. Ferguson·s ..separate but equal'"
doctrine that had previously been adopted and stated that ..separate" was inherently not
..
··equal (Noltemeyer. 20 1 2). The segregation of public schools deprived students of color
equal protection as guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment (Brown v Board of
Education. 1 954). The decision in this case led to further support of civil rights in higher
education (Tushnet & Lezin. 1 99 1 ) .
I n 1 978. the U S Supreme Court·s ruling i n The Regents o f the University of
California v. Bakke significantly changed how schools promoted diversity within higher
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education. The Medical School of the University of California at Davis ran tvvo
admissions programs for the entering class of 1 00 students; one was referred to as the
regular program and the other as the special admissions program designed to address the
lack of diversity that was produced from the regular admissions process by holding 1 6
seats for students of color (Supreme Court of the U.S .. 1 977). Allan Bakke. a white male.
applied to enter Da\'is in 1 973 and again in 1 974 and was rejected both times. He then
filed suit in state court claiming that i f the 1 6-seat quota had not been in effect. he most
likely would"ve been admitted as several minority students were admitted with
substantially lower scores than Bakke (Supreme Court of the U.S .. 1 977). The trial court
found that the special program operated as a racial quota because minority applications
were rated only against one another and a specific number of seats out of the 1 00 that
would be admitted were reserved for these minority students (Supreme Court of the U.S . .
1 977). The court stated that the admission procedures violated the equal protection clause
of the fourteenth amendment. but ruled against Bakke being admitted because of
insufficient evidence that he would have been admitted otherwise ( Knowlton. 1 978). This
ruling led to further investigation of institutions considering race as a factor for
admissions.
The case then went to the California Supreme Court which also found the
admission policy unconstitutional. The court ordered the special admissions program be
thrown out and that Bakke be admitted ( Knowlton. 1 978). It concluded that the special
admissions program excluded him based on his race and an admissions quota. which
went against the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment (California v
United States. 1 978). The California Supreme Court ruled that the university"s use of
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racial quotas in the admissions process was unconstitutional. which raised challenges for
colleges attempting to diversify the student body of their institutions. The O\'erlying issue
of this case was regarding affirmative action and whether the government can take race
into account when the goal is to help disadvantaged races rather than harm them
according to the Supreme Court of the U.S. (438 U.S. 265). ( 1 977). Raciall) -based
affirmative action programs were originally implemented to address the
underrepresentation of nonwhites in schools being recognized as the result of past
discrimination (Yan Dyke. 1 975 ). Bakke established that the use of race in admissions
was permissible and that uruversities could pursue the goal of a diverse student
population. but not by using quotas (Sedler. 1 977). This decision led to continued
affirmative action challenges within higher education.
Almost 40 years after Brown v. Board of education ordered an end to segregated
public education. public universities in Mississippi continued to be primarily all-black or
all-white ( Supreme Court of the U.S .. 505 U S 7 1 7). ( 1 99 1 ). I n the case Ayers v Fordice
(970 F.2d 1 378). ( 1 992). Jake Ayers. a father of a student at one ofMississippi·s HBCUs
and a group of citizens sued the state of Mississippi and the university system for
conti nui ng to segregate in the state· s higher education institutions ( Lee. 20 I 0 and
Patterson. 1 994 ). The group claimed that following the Brown v Board of Education
verdict. the state·s actions continued the legacy of the segregation o f blacks and whites
within the higher education system. and there was an obvious sense of favoritism towards
the white institutions \\hile black institutions were seen as inferior ( Patterson. 1 994).
The trial court in Ayers ruled that the actions of the state were in violation of the
Equal Protection Clause of the Fou11eenth Amendment and Title YI of the Civil Rights
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Act or 1 964. but the case wasn"t finally litigated until 1 987 ( Lee. 201 0). The state argued
that they were in compliance when they took away the laws requiring separate education
based on race and changed their admission requirements. The case went to the United
States Court of Appeals for the

Fifth Circuit who reached the conclusion that the state

was in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment and Title V I of the Civil Rights Act. The
state of Mississippi appealed to the United States Supreme Court ( Lee. 20 I 0) and in 1 991
the Supreme Court consolidated the Ayers case with another. US

v

Fordice (505 U.S.

7 1 7). ( 1 99 1 ) and ruled that the lower court had not used the proper standard to determine
.

the discriminatory effects that segregation had. The decision at this time was not
extremely clear and rulings were very complex (Lee. 20 I 0). The case was sent back to
the district court. with a final ruling finally made in 1992. The Supreme Court of the
United States ( 1 99 1 ) ruled that admissions requirements across all Mississippi schools
need to be standardized and policies were to be enacted to ensure racial diversity at each
institution (PEER. 2009).
Desegregation policies in public schools and institutions were put in place to
expand educational opportunities and change the environments of educational institutions
( H urtado. et al.. 1 998). These legal cases have made institutions accountable for
accepting the obligation to serve a more diverse group of students. follow desegregation
policies. and incorporate equality in their practices. Student affairs has often been a
leader regarding diversity in higher education as it is important when looking at ways or
improving student success. and it directly impacted the future of student affairs
professionals when the issues around diversity became widely recognized (U.S.
Department of Education. 201 6).
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Professional Statements

In 1 937. the American Council on Education (ACE) met to discuss problems
related to student personnel work and the need for research to determine the direction of
future ad\ances in the field (ACE. 1 937). A report on their findings. published after the
conference . was titled The Student Personnel Point of View (SPPV). Evans & Reason
(2001 ) described the SPPV document as a statement of philosophy that was meant to
stress the importance of considering the student as a whole and how the role of student
affairs professionals play a part in student development. The report also touched on hov;
to develop a well-rounded student. fundamental aspects of programs and services. and the
impo11ance of continuous research (ACE. 1 937). The document identified the need for
research in the field and what should happen in the future in order for student personnel
work to continue developing. The SPPV ( 1 93 7 ) stressed the importance of having various
types of services and started the movement towards new programming in student
personnel work (ACE. 1 937). The report also stressed the importance of creating
handbooks and incorporating the use of different aptitude tests and scales in order to see
what needs to be followed up on.
In 1 949. the American Council on Education brought together a new group of
faculty and student affairs professionals to revise the SPPV (Evans & Reason. 200 I ).
New goals v:ere formed to positively affect education and individual development of the
students. This document explained that the "development of students as whole persons
interacting in social situations is the central concern of student personnel work and of
other agencies of education:· (ACE. p. 1 7. 1 949). It focused on the studcnt"s individual
development involving them attaining knowledge. skills. and attitudes that are consistent
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with their abilities and interests (ACE. 1 949). Unlike the 1 937 SPPY. the 1 949 document
focused on the structure of student personnel services (Evans & Reason. 200 I ). It
stressed how educators need to focus on learning experiences for the students. The report
mentioned that i f faculry. students. and administration are working together to achieve
common goals. then the desired outcomes are more likely to be met (ACE. 1 949). The
SPPV ( 1 949) also called for intentional out-of-class activities that facilitated development
in students. and stated the importance of assessment and evaluation of services ( Evans &
Reason. 200 I). These documents talked about assisting students in ways that lead to their
overall development inside and outside of the classroom (ACE. 1937 & ACE. 1 949).
Several key documents were also created that further helped set the course for the
expanding field of student affairs in the latter half of the 20111 century. The year 1 975 was
an especially important year where multiple key documents were published that impacted
the field of student affairs including: Tomorrow·s Higher Education (T.H.E.) Phase I I : A
Student Development Model for Student Affairs. The Future of Student Affairs published
by The Council of Student Personnel Associations. and the first draft of the CAS
Standards published by the Council for the Advancement of Standards for Student
Services (C AS. 2014 ) . All of these documents attempted to create a shared philosophy
among student affairs administrators to see the value of each student" s development. as
well as promoting the need for research and assessment on key student affairs issues.
Two documents titled A Nation at Risk. published in 1 983 by Secretary of Education T.
H . Bell. and 50 Hours: A Core Curriculum for College Students. published in 1989 by
Lynne Cheney. further emphasized the values of diversity and inclusion that
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professionals in the student affairs field were highlighting in the guiding documents
ahoYe ( Evans & Reason. 200 I ).
The Student Learning Imperative

( I 994) and The Principles of Good

Practice for

Student Affairs ( 1 998) were both published by ACPA and outlined general characteristics
that \\'ere effective in student affairs practice (Schuh. et al. 2010). /\CPA and NASPA
then came together i n 2004 and published Learning Reconsidered as an anempt to
establish a central standard of learning to help with the development and growth of the
whole student (Schuh. et al.. 201 0). ACPA and NASPA continued to promote and
connect the values, skills. and abilities of professionals during this time and student
affairs scholars were conflicted about what the values of the profession were and began
discussing how to i mprove the core mission and purpose o f the student affairs profession
(Schuh. et al.. 20 I 0).
All of these laws. documents. and verdicts gave validation to students· rights and
helped redefine student affairs (Schuh. et al.. 20 I 0). These legislative decisions. along
with general societal changes happening. led to increased demands for student affairs
professionals to begin providing more services to support the increasing diversity o f
students with offices such a s minority o r multicultural affairs. disability services. and
women centers (Garland

& Grace. 1 993). The field of student affairs was becoming more

recognized and calls to professionalize the roles of student affairs administrators
increased. Along with this professionalization of the student affairs administrators came
increased examination and assessment of the programs and services being offered by
these offices (Garland

& Grace. 1 993).
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In 2010 ACPA and NASP/\jointly published the first version of the Professional

Competency Areas for student affairs Practitioners which shifted the focus of the
profession from student learning to the accountability or the profession (Schuh. et al.
2010). Assessing student affairs professionals· individual gro'.A.1h and knowledge. a s well
as skills needed for success in the lield. gained importance to both professionals and
organizations. The professional competencies de\'eloped by /\CPA and NASPA in 2010
began being incorporated into graduate programs and students were taught to assess
themselves in each area (Schuh. ct al. 20 I 0).
Schuh. et al. (20 I 0) also noted that the competencies were being used to guide the
creation and selection of programs at conferences and other professional development
opportunities. Since its earliest days. student affairs has focused on personal development
and this has extended to include the overall well-being of students while becoming
increasingly critical to the success of institutions and students (Schuh. et al.. 20 I 0).
Challenges that student affairs professionals could continue to see from this point on
include: an increase in enrollment and distance and online learners. increasing diversity
within the student body. need-based grants and scholarship aid decreasing. social media
being an influencing factor on ho"" communication evolves. increasing budget issues. and
the internalization of student affairs and new opportunities within the field (Serdyukov.
20 1 7).
These documents have been used by many professionals in the field as a point of
reference for what the future of the student affairs field holds. Early philosophical
statements. such as the two SPPV documents. are important for understanding what
student affairs practice is all about ( Evans & Reason. 200 I ). Being intentional was a
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major element of what these documents advocated to professionals. a v.cll as being able
lo collaborate. share information about needs of students. and carry out help build
communities that promote learning and development of the whole student ( Evans &
Reason. 200 I ).
Student Affairs Professional Organizations

From the earliest days of the profession. informal and formal organi zations
dedicated to those work ing in higher education with students were established to provide
continuing education of members. share resources and information. and to promote
communication and advocacy with colleagues. other higher education officials. and
government bodies to promote the ideas of student development. The American Council
on Education (ACE). the American College Personnel Association (ACPA) and the
National Association of Student Personnel Administrators (NASPA) are three of the
major professional organizations that have most impacted the development and growth of
student affairs as a profession in its early years and they remain influential organizations
today.
Pro fessiona l

organi zations began with the goal to serve the needs of student

affairs personnel. The focus of the profession was to address the emotional. mental. and
physical needs of the students as professionals began to stress the importance of student
development (Long. 201 2). I n addition to larger. more comprehensive associations. a
number of professional organizations dedicated to the different functional areas of
student affairs formed to specifically address the needs u nique to the professionals
work ing in those functional areas. Professional associations that were more
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comprehensive and encompassing or all or the functional areas were focused on
promoting shared values. objectives. and purposes across the profession.
The American Council on Education (ACE) was founded in I 9 I 8 and since its
founding. the

organization has helped shape higher education in the

United States

(ACE.

20 1 8). The organization advocates for legislation. organizes educational programs. takes
on initiatiYes that help guide higher education processes. and has been a leader in the
fight for greater educational access for individuals ACE (20 1 8). The organization
advocates for youth. equality among races. women·s rights. veterans. and promotes the
overall diversit) within higher education over the years.
The National Association of Student Personnel Administrators (NASPA) was
originally founded in 19 I 9 as the Conference of Deans and Advisers of men (CDAM).
The name changed to the National Association of Deans and Advisers of Men (NADAM)
in 1929. before finally becoming NASPA in 1 95 1 (NASPA. n.d.). The first official
meeting took place in 1 9 1 9 at the University of Wisconsin and was hosted by Dean Scott
Goodnight. That meeting was the beginning of what would become annual gatherings
where professionals could share information. network. and promote the profession. The
organization was initially founded as a support network for the early Deans of Men but
ultimately became a group with the purpose of discussing and studying the most effective
methods of supporting students· overall development (NASPA. n.d.). Since being
founded. the organization has grown to become a diverse organization with over I 5.000
student affairs professionals creating and guiding the direction of the field (NASPA.
n.d.). I n 2 0 1 3 . NASPA was considered one of the leading student affa irs associations
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because of the variety or programs offered and the continuous support to its members
(NASPA. n.d. ).
The third major student affairs professional association is the American Col legc
Personnel Association (ACPA) founded in 1924 as the National Association of
Appointment Secretaries (NAAS) (ACPA. n.d.). In 1 929. it was renamed the National
Association of Personnel and Placement Officers (NAPPO). and changed to its current
name the American College Personnel Association (ACPA) in 1 93 1 (ACPA. n.d.). When
ACPA \\'as first created. the organization· s focus was to support indi\'iduals on campus
who were helping graduating students find jobs. According to organizational history
(ACPA. 2018). the group steadily increased over time and as of today they have close to
8.500 individuals and 500 institutional members as part of the organization.

Student affairs professional organizations were created to provide opportunities
for professionals to share and compare experiences. to encourage structure and growth
within the profession. and to provide continuous research and conduct surveys that lead
to effective student development {Dungy. 2003 ) . While many of these other groups have
impacted the profession. comprehensive ones as ACE. ACPA. and NASPA have had a
much larger impact on the development o f competent student affairs professionals
(Dungy. 2003 ).
Skills and Competencies - general oven'iew

A profession is defined by the principles. standards. and guidelines practiced by
the individuals in that profession (McClellan and Stringer. 20 I I ). Professional standards
and competencies serve as a framework for professionals. help provide structure for the
occupation. and make evaluating the programs and services offered in the field
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measurable ( McClel Ian and Stringer. 20 I 1 ) The concepts of standards and competence
.

became of significant interest to student affairs professional and other similar occupations
in the 1 990s (Coffey. 20 I 0). Continued attention to these terms Jed to countless
definitions and interpretations but \\'ere generally agreed on ns a

list of knowledge. skills.

characteristics. abilities, traits. motives. attitudes, and/or values that are needed to be
successful
In

in

a position ( Coffey. 20 1 0).

the early stages of student affairs practice. the competencies needed for student

affairs professionals were rarely addressed (Coffey. 20 I 0). This changed when

the

NASPA Board of Directors created a document titled Standards of Professional Practice
for student affairs in 1 990. McClellan and Stringer (201 1 ) stated that this document
consisted of eighteen standards that sought to promote the profession and focus on the
development of individuals through education. These standards were generalized so that
any student affairs professional could use them in their career. I n 1 996. ACPA and
NASPA came together and drafted Principles of Good Practice for Student Affairs. This
publication was intended to guide the future of student affairs practice and was made up
of 7 principles that represented an individual who exhibits good practice based on
research. experiences. and historical events (McClellan and Stringer. 20 I
documents helped push for continued assessment

of what

is needed

in

I ).

These two

the profession.

Marrelli et al. (2005) introduced the concept of the competency model as ..an
organizing framework that lists the competencies required

for effective perfom1ance i n

..
specific job. job family (i.e . group of related jobs). organ i zati on function. or process .
.

.

These models can include different skills that are grouped into categories of alike
competencies. Competencies are important for effective work environments and

a
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professional development (Coffey. 2 0 1 0 ) and can also be helpful in creating purposeful
jobs. training. de\'elopment. and strategic organizational planning ( L ucia & Lepsingcr.
1 999: Rodriguez et al.. 2002). A survey was conducted by Burkard. et al. (2005) to

examine the perceptions of mid- and senior-level student affairs administrators to sec
what competencies were important for new student affairs professionals. The participants
in the stud� identified 26 responsibilities and 32 competencies they viewed as essential to
entry-level professionals. Burkard. et al. (2005) found that the majority of the skills the
participants identified were personal qualities and unique characteristics that lead to the
formation of foundational skills which are critical for effective student affairs
professionals to have. The findings suggested that human relations.
administrative/management. technology. and research competencies were most important
to have when working in the student affairs profession (Burkard. et al 2005).
Within student affairs. professional associations and individuals took time to
agree on a set of standard competencies needed and Coffey (20 I 0) high I ighted the Jack of
research on the competencies of the profession. Kuk et al. (2007) argued that
understanding of the shared expectations would move the student affairs profession
closer to being in the place where there were shared core competencies and an agreed
upon curriculum. When Lovell and Kosten (2000) reviewed the literature gathered on
what is necessary to be a successful student affa irs professional. they stated that it was
not clear how these skills and traits were specifically chosen. how they differ among
types of positions and institutions. and that the reported data to study was limited.
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Competency Areas - Development of the ACPA/NASPA Competencies

ACPA (2007) identified that the ability to conduct effective assessment was a
necessity and that in order to be accountable in assessment and that there was a need to
have a common knowledge of the different elements of assessment in order to be
successful. Having the knowledge and ability to identify the skills needed for success in
the profession that one is seeking to operate within allows the individual to intentionally
shape their professional development based on what they know they still need to work on
(ACPA. 2007). In 2008 the leadership team of ACPA began developing a strategic plan
for the next 5 years that included: creating and understanding competencies. professional
and career development, and effectiveness, recruitment. and retention (ACPA. 2008). The
Governing Board of ACPA refined the goals of the organization at this time by defining
the distinct areas needing attention as multicultural competence and inclusion. student
learning. assessment . and sustainability.
ACPA led the effort to address the lack of agreement among professionals over
the set of competencies by organizing a task force to look at the certification guidelines
of the profession in 2004 (Coffey. 20 1 0). This task force became a committee made up or
various representatives of different specializations within the field. Coffey (20 I 0)
reported that the committee developed the Professional Competencies report in 2007 to
serve as the foundation for development and professional growth in the field. The
competencies in the report were not position specific. instead they were made to be
applicable to the general work done within the overal I profession. Coffey (20 I 0) stated
that this report was significant because it was endorsed by a professional association . it
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was current at the time. and the committee members who participated were considered to
he experts in the topic of student affairs.
In 2009. The Joint Task Force on Professional Competencies and Standards \.\as
established

with representatives from both ACPA and NASPA to rev i e w fundamental

documents created by themselves and the Council for the Advancement of Standards in
l ligher Education (CAS). From these documents. they created a list of outcomes that
were organized into ten competency areas determined to be essential to becoming
successful as a student affairs professional. help guide continued education for student
affairs administrators. and to impact how the profession continues to grow and develop.
In July of20 1 0 the final draft version of the document was accepted by the ACPA and
NASPA boards (ACPA & NASPA. 201 0). A Professional Competencies Task Force met
to review the competencies again in 20 1 4 for review and any revisions necessary and the
ACPA & NASPA (20 1 5 ) Joint Task rorce recommended that in order for the
competencies to truly be a comprehensive set of competencies. an additional competency
that addressed the use of technology needed to be added. In May of20 1 5 the final
revisions were made with the .Joint Task Force preserving most of the original work done
in 20 I 0. renaming two competencies. introducing the new technology competency. and
combining two others into a single competency (ACPA & NASPA. 2 0 1 5 ).
The Joint Task

Force (ACPA & NASPA. 20 1 5 ) identified the 1 0 professional

competency areas as the essential knowledge. skills. and dispositions expected of all
student affairs professionals. regardless of their area of specialization. Competencies
were to be used to set a common expectation for professionals in a certain career. These
competencies lay the foundation for future professional development and helps to
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identify important characteristics specific to each competency. Within each of the 1 0
competencies. the indi\'idual outcomes are organized into one of the three proficiency
levels: foundational. intermediate. or advanced (ACPA & NA SPA. 20 1 5 ) . Professionals
can assess their current level of proficiency v.:hile also planning future professional
development initiatives to move from the foundational level to the advanced. As each
competency is independent of the others. professionals will not develop their
competencies in the same manner or pace. The assessment process allows for continued
evaluation of individual progress.
While it may be difficult to assess proficiency within the I 0 competencies as they
are complex and continuously evolving. maintaining professional growth is necessary to
advance the skills within each competency (Coffey. 2010). The foundational outcomes
are essential to forming the groundwork necessary to build up to the intermediate and
advanced proficiencies within each area. The competencies are viewed as benchmarks for
professional development. but not everyone is going to be competent at the same level
within each competency area at the same rate. Each of the competency areas has a
specific central idea that sets it apart from the others. Coffey (20 I 0) makes sure to note
that any list of competencies made for the student affairs profession is l imited by time.
environment, institutional type. functional area. and the inevitability that change will
happen. Continuing to assess one· s competencies is critical.
Core Competencies

The original set of competencies created in 20 1 0 listed ·Personal Foundations·
and · Ethical Foundations· as two separate competencies. When the Task Force reviewed
the document in 20 1 5 . they stressed the importance of putting these two areas into a
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single competency because they support and promote one another and were stronger
together. The new Personal and Ethical Foundations (PEF) competency is based on the:
knowledge and skills needed to maintain integrity within a professionars job and life
overall. This

competency

bases its existence on the thought

that personal

and ethical

foundations align because. for an individual. the combination of the ethical guidelines
the) follow and their inner voice and l i fe experiences are connected (ACPA & NASPA
2 0 1 5 ) . Understanding personal values and beliefs. and how they relate to professional
principles. is one of the critical first steps to being skilled in this competency. This
competency focuses on professionals being aware of work-life balance. personal
philosophies. and how those align with the ethical foundations of the profession.
The Values. Philosophy. and H istory (VPH) competency includes the formation
of the profession as a whole and the values and thoughts behind the student affairs
profession (ACPA & NASPA. 2 0 1 5 ) . Understanding the foundations of the profession
and the ability recognize how it has evolved over the years is a key competency for
professionals. Knowing the principles and values that contribute to sustainable practices
and being able to explain them to others. is important to helping others better understand
higher education and the role of student affairs.
The ACPA and NASPA Task force explains Assessment. Evaluation. and
Research (AER) Competency as the ability to use multiple AER techniques. use the
results to enhance future practice. and shape the general processes used in higher
education across all areas. ACPA & NASPA ( 20 1 5) identified five different dimensions
that encourage skill development for this competency: terms and concepts; values. ethics.
and politics: AER design: methodology. data collection. and data analysis: and
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interpreting. reporting. and using results. According to ACPA and NASPA ( 20 1 5 ). it is
i mportant to know what needs to be assessed. evaluated. and researched in order to
improve future advancement and to be able use the results from the various AER methods
to enhance the current standards. goals. and values of professional practice. Being able to
use purposeful assessment when collecting data. understanding the differences bet"vcen
assessment. evaluation. and research. and intentionally interpreting the data received
from these methods are critical elements of the AER competency (/\CPA and NASPA.
20 1 5 ).
The Lav.. Policy. and Governance (LPG) Competency focuses on the knowledge
and skills related to policy development used in various situations. It focuses on
understanding structures and legal issues and the impact they have on professional
practices. Having a good grasp o f what the current laws and policies are surrounding the
profession and understanding the differences between how the law affects institutions
differently based on location and institutional type is an important aspect of this
competency area (ACPA & NASPA. 20 1 5). Laws and policies evolve and affect student
affairs practice. and understanding the impact determined by them leads to being
competent to apply them as a professional.
Organizational and Human Resources (OHR) is the competency that looks at the
skills needed in managing organizational resources such as physical. financial. and
facilities (ACPA & NASPA. 20 1 5). Professionals develop personal strengths and grow
by challenging themselves to develop new skills in the areas of supervision. evaluation.
conflict resolution. organizational aspects. risk management. and use of sustainable
resources. This competency is important for the field because almost every functional
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area in the field requires delegating tasks. supervising indiYiduals. and managing
resources in some way.
Leadership (LEAD) is the competency related to both the individual in the role of
the leader as well as the overall

process of helping

people work together. Included in this

competency is the concept of envisioning a plan that will encourage change and growth
around an issue whether it involves students. colleagues. faculty. or community members
(ACPA & NASPA. 201 5 ). Knowing how to instill leadership development within
themselves and others it is important for student affairs professionals to understand.
identify. and align the vision and mission of their department with others.
Originally established as the Equity. Diversity. and Inclusion competency in the
20 I 0 document. the Social Justice and Inclusion (SJ!) Competency was renamed in the
2 0 1 5 version to be stated i n more progressive terms that would be better understood and
promote social justice for all (ACPA & NASPA. 2015). This competency focuses on
outcomes related to diversity with the tem1 of inclusion aimed towards recognizing all
groups and populations as diverse to one another. not recognizing one as being dominant
over the other. This competency was formed to bring together the ideas of equity.
diversity. and inclusion within the operational framework of social justice (ACPA &
NASPA. 20 1 5 ). This competency focuses on the ability to create learning environments
that are inclusive to all groups and address issues of oppression. privilege. and power.
This may be applied by aiming to meet the needs of all groups in the professional"s
campus community with resources. awareness. and addressing lingering effects of
discrimination and privilege. Understanding current issues of oppression. privilege. and
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other social justice issues is critical to professional growth and advocacy and support
towards d i fferent populations.
The Student Learning and Development (SLD) Competency is about having the
ability to understand concepts and principles o f student development and learning theory
and being able to apply them to improve student affairs practice (ACPA

20 1 5 ). Theory

&

NASPA.

is a big part of this competency because it improves practice in the student

affairs field by helping professionals assesses student outcomes in their specific area or
practice. This area requires a deep understanding of learning and development theories
and how to apply them to di fferent situations that may occur.
Lovell and Kosten

(2000) highl ighted the importance of keeping up with the

advancement of technology as student affairs administrators because there is a certainty
that the demands for appropriate use of technology will always be present. Prior to the
development of the standards by the Joint Task Force. Lovell and Kosten (2000) stated
that the deficiency i n the skills of student affairs admin istration i n the understanding and
use of technology i s inevitable over time. and planning for how technology will impact
student affairs programs and services is critical to moving them forward. The Joint Task
Force focused on how technology is applied directly towards the development of the
student affairs profession. The first version of the core competencies failed to identify
technology as an area of focus. and instead addressed it within many of other
competencies. In the revision of competencies in

2014. a separate competency

of

Technology (TECH) was created due to the constant advancement of technology. student
affairs professionals need to continually have to keep up to date with changes and
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innovations (ACPA & NASPA. 20 1 5). Understanding technology improves performance
in professionals and leads the way to advancement and development of student learning.
The final competency of Advising and Supporting ( /\/S) was previously named
Advising and Helping and was changed in the 20 1 4 version to focus more on the
development of self-authorship within students (ACPA & NASPA. 20 1 5 ). This area
differentiates the role of student affairs professionals from that of a counselor or
psychologist and focuses the efforts of student affairs professionals to develop the
necessary skills to support students while the student makes their own decisions.
Providing advisement and support to individuals as well as supporting group dynamics by
providing feedback. direction. referrals. and guidance of any kind are all included in this
competency. This competency focuses on supporting professionals as they assist students
in finding their strengths and weaknesses and develop into a well-rounded individual.
These individual competency areas each contain a number of individual.
measurable skills for student affairs professionals to evaluate their level of mastery as
they work in the profession. While current. the history of this group would suggest that
future revisions are likely as the profession continues to evolve. The creation of these
competencies (ACPA & NASPA . 2 0 1 5 ) now allows student affairs professionals to share
a common set of goals and learning outcomes throughout their professional development
Journey.
Undergraduate Involvement

Extracurricular activities began to surface in the mid- 1 911 1 century as a response to
the strict environment of the institutions at the time (Nuss. 2003). In the beginning these
activities went hand in hand with academics. such as literacy clubs ( Unterschutz. 201 6 )
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while Greek organizations came after. along with activities focused around athletics.
During World War I I . clubs were established that created newspapers and yearbooks to
document current events as well as other student-focused interests (Unterschutz. 2016).
Today there are many extracurricular activities that students can choose to be involvec.J in
that lead to personal and social growth and development.
Astin ( 1 993) used what he identified as the input-environment-outcome ( l-E-0)
model when looking at student development. His model is made up of three basic
elements: inputs. referring to the characteristics of the student at initial entry to the
institution� environment, which refers to the various programs, experiences. and
relationships; and lastly outcomes. which measures the studenf s characteristics after
being exposed to the environment factors (Astin, 1 993). The purpose of his model was to
analyze the impact of different environmental experiences and look at whether students
grow or change in distinct ways. Astin ( 1 993) stated that growth or change in students
during college can be determined by looking at both the input and outcome
characteristics and comparing them. Using this model when studying student
development provides a better basis for knowing how to achieve preferred educational
outcomes (Cress. et al. 2001 ). For many students. college is often the first real challenge
they have when it comes to academic motivation and skills (Astin, 1993 ). The college
experience has great potential to produce change within students in knowledge. skills.
values. attitudes. aspirations. beliefs. and behavior. Astin ( 1 985) explained that students
are fully functioning before they get to college, and the purpose of the higher education
system is to enhance the students' functioning and to develop the talent from within the
students.
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The National Institute of Education ( 1 984) suggested that the more time and effort
students in\'eSt in the process of education and the more they engage themselves. greater
growth. achievement. and satisfaction with their experiences is established. Uninvolved
students are more likely to neglect studies. spend little time on campus. abstain from
doing extracurricular activities. and have less contact with faculty. staff. and the
institution as a whole (The National Institute of Education. 1 984). Student involvement
isn ·t just the time put into being involved, but the amount and quality of the effort the
student puts into the involvement that makes a difference in their development (Astin.
I 985). Shushok. et al. (2009) suggested that "engaging students in co-curricular activities
and settings is also a way to model the idea of a community of learners in which students.
faculty. and student affairs educators engage in serious inquiry. teaming with and from
one another"". Students become involved in extracurricular activities not only because
they appeal to their interest, encourage peer connections. and help promote relationship
building as stated by Holloway (2002). but they are motivated to be engaged because
they want to learn new skills and concepts that can be used in and out of the classroom
(Saeed & Zyngier. 2 0 1 2 ) .
It"s estimated that I in 4 students participate in extracurricular activities in the
U.S. (Miller and Zittleman. 20 1 0). Students who are not involved in extra-curricular
activities have been known to have a lower occupational status or job title compared to
students who were involved in different activities outside of the classroom as students
who participate in extra-curricular activities tend to become strongly competent in their
field (Tehibozo . 2007 & Kuh. 1 995). Astin ( 1 993) suggests that students who become
involved in activities outside of the classroom are able to better apply what they learn in
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..
the classroom to ..real-world situations which in turn helps them become more
successful after graduating.
Lorden ( 1 998) found in his study that many of the students who go through a
student affairs master·s program

fall

into the profession because they previously

held

a

leadership position such as a resident assistant (RA) and enjoyed the experience.
According to Astin ( 1 993) and Montelongo (2002) student organizations normally fall
into the following categories: Greek. governing bodies. academic clubs. service groups .
intramural sports clubs. professional honor societies. religious organizations. and other
special interest/cultural groups. Harper and Quaye (2008) recognized that student
engagement as well as participating in effective educational practices both inside and
outside the classroom leads to the attainment of transferable skills.
The benefits of extracurricular activities have come a long way since the early
1 9'11 century and students benefit a great deal from participating in these activities
(Unterschutz. 20 1 6). Being involved leads to diverse students coming together to
accomplish common goals. forming communities where students feel comfortable with
one another. and learning and developing the whole student. Students who are actively
engaged are more likely to have higher ambitions and a positive outlook on attaining a
college degree and it has been said that students develop specific skills from involvement
that are specific to their career path and important in their future job success (Tenhouse.
n.d).
Success in Student Affairs I Professional Fit

Lovell and Kosten (2000) discuss the term "success" and acknowledge that it can
be defined in many different ways in the context of higher education and student affairs.
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They looked at the term with the holistic viewpoint of identifying the skills and traits
needed and being able to use them effectively while working as a student affairs
administrator. I n the majority of articles they looked at. Lovell and Kosten (2000) found
that the skills that were looked at the most were administration. management. and human
facilitation (counseling skills and staff supervision). They also found that having a good
understanding of student development theory was something that was consistently ranked
high on the list of knowledge needed to be successful in the field. Having a wide range of
skills is necessary when working in student affairs according to Lorden ( 1 998). Graduate
programs need to develop courses that ensure their graduating students gain the necessary
skillset and appropriately fit the criteria currently needed in institutions that are looking
to hire them (Lorden. 1998). Finding a new professional with the background and
abilities to do well in the job and fit into the work environment is critical to the success of
the organization and the professional (Coffey. 20 I 0: Carpenter & Stimpson 2007).
One of the most important decisions that a college student will make is choosing a
major that will help them develop the right skills to prepare them for career opportunities
in their chosen field (Mumme, 1 997). In an ideal world. positions would be filled using a
process that determines which candidate has the desired competencies for that specific
position as well finding the perfect fit and according to Coffey (20 I 0). the easiest way to
..
understand the term "'fit is to look at the compatibility between the candidate and the
job. The type o f fit that is most applicable in what this study is exploring is person-job fit
and according to Kristof-Brown (2000) that is the act of matching the employees'
knowledge. skills. and abilities to the job ' s demands.
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Holland. et al.. ( 1 994) introduced his vocational theory describing each person
reflecting a unique blend of six personality types: Realistic (R). Investigative ( I ). Artistic
(A). Social (S). Enterprising (E). and Conventional (C) - Collectively referred to as
RIASEC. According to Nauta (2010). the core concept of I Joi land's Theory of vm:ational
personalities and work environments is that most people have a combination of the
personality types as well as the fact that there are other important influences impacting
career choices such as: family. peers. teachers. role models. school. work. leisure
experiences. socio-economic status. and ethnic background. Holland, et al.. ( 1 994)
concluded that people search for an environment that lets them exercise their skills and
capabilities. express their values. and take on problems and appropriate roles.
Mumme ( I 997). stated that the instruments Holland developed to measure these
concepts have been highly effective in looking at how vocational interests change based
on the personality and traits that one possesses. This theory is a way to organize and
understand how individuals are d ifferent based on their personality, interests, and
behaviors and how their environment needs to be a match for them to be successful
( Mumme . 1 997). I t is believed that early in life. people·s heredity and experiences lead
them to prefer certain activities over others. which bring them satisfaction. and the
pursuit of these interests is what leads to more specialized skills ( Holland. et al.. 1 994 &
Mumme. 1 997).
Mumme ( I 997) discussed how Holland's theory has also been referred to as the
person-environment fit theory. This theory looks at degrees of congruence
(compatibility). consistency (similarity). and differentiation ( magnitude of the
differences) as the three most common descriptive levels. Holland·s theory implies that
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people will resemble more than one and in many cases. all six different types of
personalities. but how they combine is unique to each person. Mumme ( 1 997) shows
Holland"s theory being used by several different assessment tools lo help individuals
make educational choices that help them match their abilities. skills. anti interest with a
career that they will be successful in.
Summary
Student affairs has developed over the years to address a number of different
goals and objectives and a number of external factors have driven this development. This
chapter reviewed the history of the profession and some of the key influences that have
driven the development of student affairs as a field. A review of the skills and
competencies. most directly those identified by ACPA and NASPA as core competencies
for all student affairs professionals. has been provided to create a common skillset among
professionals. Finally a review of career development theory was examined to provide a
framework for aligning students· undergraduate experiences. graduate preparation
program education. and professional development activities. Chapter three will examine
the methodology of this study and how the data will be analyzed.
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CHAPTER 1 1 1
Methodology

This study used a qualitative design approach which allowed the researcher to
gain insight into the meaning behind

specific experiences.

l n this case the experiences

that were assessed focused on the undergraduate co-curricular activities and the skills that
the participants believe they developed from their involvement in these activities that will
benefit them in their chosen profession as a student affairs administrator. Participants also
identified additional skills needed that they are continuing to develop during their
graduate preparation program. Finally the researcher compared how these skills aligned
with the core competencies identified by ACPA and NASPA Joint Task Force on
professional employability as being necessary for the student affairs professional. The use
of the interview format provided a conversation between the participant and the
researcher where follow-up questions were asked to clarify the participants· experiences.
Design of the Study

Qualitative semi-structured interviews were used in this study. and students were
asked a set of pre-developed questions written by the researcher (Interview ProtocoL
Appendix A). Questions were asked to understand how the students· perceived skills
aligned with the ACPA and NASPA Professional Competencies. As a qualitative study.
this provided the opportunity for participants to share their own experiences and
perspectives.
Participants

Participants in this study were graduate students in the college student affairs
program at a mid-sized Midwestern four-year state university. Participants came from a
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cohort of 25 first year graduate students in student affairs and were purposefully selected
to include a diverse range of undergraduate experiences. To select participants. the
researcher sent out an email invitation to the first year cohort and each potential
participant was asked to complete a brief involvement form (Appendix 13) that the

researcher used to select six participants for this study. Using purposeful sampling. the
goal was to end up with a set of participants who vary in age. gender. undergraduate
institution. and involvement areas in their undergraduate careers.
Listed below is a short summary of each participant including the types of
involvement they participated in during their undergraduate experience. Participants were
given a pseudonym in order to protect their privacy for the purposes of this study.
Dan. Dan is 22 years old and identifies as a male. Dan attended a public

university for his undergraduate degree. Dan indicated that as an undergrad he was in
involved in student life organizations. community engagement, admissions. orientation.
alumni affairs. and athletics.
Cam. Cam is 22 years old and identifies as gender non-binary. Cam attended a

private university for their undergraduate degree. Cam indicated that as an undergraduate
they were involved in student life organizations. orientation. community engagement.
career services. and multicultural groups.
Jeff. Jeff is 27 years old and identifies as a male. Jeff attended a private university

for his undergraduate degree. Jeff worked outside higher education for several years
before returning to graduate school. Jeff indicated that as an undergraduate he was
involved with student life organizations. an academic fraternity. community engagement.
and housing.
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Olivia. Olivia is 23 years old and identifies as a female. Olivia attended a public

research university for her undergraduate degree. Olivia's involvement as an
undergraduate included student Ii fe organizations. community engagement. multicultural
groups. housing. and Greek life.
Allie. Allie is 24 years old and identifies as a female. Allie attended a public

research university for her undergraduate degree. Allie worked outside higher education
briefly before returning for graduate school. She was involved in various student life
organizations. community engagement. service organizations. and heavily in housing.
Polly. Polly is 25 years old and identifies as a female. Polly attended a public

research university for her undergraduate degree. Polly worked outside higher education
for a time before returning to graduate school. Polly was involved with student life
organizations. community engagement. service organizations. leadership institute. and
housing.
Research Site

The research site was a mid-sized. public. M idwestern four-year state university.
with an enrollment of approximately 7.500 students. The site offers over 50 undergrad
degree programs. over 30 graduate degree programs. and several post-baccalaureate
certificate programs. The student affairs Master"s program is well established with a
history of over twenty-five years with faculty members who are involved in both ACPA
and NASPA. Additionally, the program uses the ACPA and NASPA competencies in
developing courses and work experiences in both assistantships and internships.
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Instrument

A semi-structured interview was used with the 6 pa11icipants. A set of questions
were asked of all the participants with the opportunity for additional questions based
upon individual responses. The questions encouraged answers that helped the researcher
understand the participants· perceptions of skills they gained from undergraduate
involvement as well as the skills that they see as being necessary for success in the
profession. Finally. the researcher then determined how those skills align with the core
competencies of the student affairs field. The interviews were recorded on two voice
recorders so that the researcher could transcribe the conversations.
Data Collection

Data from interviews were collected using two recording devices serving as
primary and back up. Paiticipants were asked to sign a waiver of consent before
interviews began that explained the voluntary nature of the interview and their rights to
withdraw from the interview at any time. Students were assigned an alias for the
researcher to refer to them throughout the study. All of the information and data collected
will be kept on a single flash drive and confidentiality of the participants was maintained.
Data will be kept for three years post-research. After the allotted time frame. the
information on the flash drive will be destroyed in accordance to IRB policy.
Data Analysis

All interviews were fully transcribed and analyzed by the researcher. Codes were
created from the transcripts that the researcher used to identify common elements from
the participants· experiences. The researcher used the Competency Rubrics to connect
what pa11icipants said to each competency area. From coding the interviews. and finding
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similarities bet\\'Cen participants. the researcher identified common themes and patterns
that connected the perceived skills gained from involvement and what they believe are
needed to be successful in the field to the core competencies of the profession.
Summary

The researcher used the qualitative research method. specifically interviews. for
this study to allow participants to define their experiences and the skills they believe they
have gained as a result of their involvement. Participants were purposefully selected to
provide a broad examination of undergraduate involvement experiences. Participants had
a diverse set of background. and were all be from the same cohort of first year graduate
students in student affairs. at a mid-sized M idwestern four-year public institution.
Chapter Four will present the findings from the study regarding the skills the participants
gained from undergraduate involvement, the skills they see as important for the
profession. as well as the role that mentor relationships played in their perception of the
profession. Chapter five will discuss the meaning of the findings from the interviews and
consider how the participants· view of skills and competencies necessary for success in
student affairs aligns with the Professional Competencies identi fied by ACPAINASPA
(201 5).
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Chapter IV
Results

The purpose of this study was to identify the skills first year graduate students in a
college student affairs program feel they obtained from being involved in their
undergraduate career. as well as the skills and competencies they believe are needed to be
successful in the student affairs profession. A secondary purpose was to explore both sets
of skills identified by participants to determine how they align with the professional
competencies identified by the ACPA and NASPA Joint Task Force as necessary for
student affairs professionals.
This chapter reports on the themes that emerged through the qualitative analysis
of six semi-structured interviews. Participants· responses to the interview questions were
analyzed and coded to gain insight from the participants. Tlu·ough this analysis. certain
themes emerged within the study and were organized into three types of skills:
Transferable/functional skills. professional traits/attitudes, and knowledge-based ski I ls.
Special attention was paid to the skills they saw role-modeled in the professional student
affairs staff who they considered to be mentors. During the interviews. in addition to the
mentor's skills that were identified as valuable. participants also shared the personal traits
that participants had determined that they need to work on developing in order to be
successful in the field.
RQ 1 : Skills Needed for Student Affairs Profession

Pa11icipants identified multiple skills necessary for success in student affairs. The
skills included communication, being able to manage time wisely. and having a strong
compassion and understanding for the college students you are working with. The
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participants mentioned having a basic understanding of the student affairs field.
understanding student development . and creating positive boundaries between work and
personal life as well. A few of the participants also mentioned creating inclusive
environments for students. being able to work autonomously. and being confident in your
abilities as a professional. All of these ideas were categorized into:
Transferable/functional skills. personal traits/attitudes. and knowledge-based skills.
Transferable Skills

Transferable or functional skills are those abilities which can be utilized in
different types of work functions and positions beyond a single area or office. These
skills are valued because they can be used in multiple ways within the workplace. They
can be developed through employment. education. and life in general. The transferable or
functional skills that pa11icipants listed as important to have in the field are:
communication. time-management organization. flexibility. adaptability. setting
boundaries.
Communication. The participants who mentioned communication as being

important focused on the way student affairs professionals should be open and aware of
how they communicate with others and how to do it effectively. Many saw
communication as something that is done all the time, and when it comes to
communicating with students and colleagues they talked about how professionals need to
I isten to others as much as they talk to them.

One participant. Dan. described the importance of communication:
Being able to effectively communicate and listen to what students are telling you.
and to what you are hearing. is important. This field is ever-changing so if we
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close ourselves off to the potential of bringing in a new program or actually
hearing what students are saying because they may or may not like what we are
doing. then how are we going to satisfy their needs and help them succeed?
Which is the main point of our field.
Cam discussed about how people in student affairs talk to a lot of different
people and are constantly communicating. ..Communication is big because we·re
constantly communicating with each other and students so being able to switch like you
can be talking super impo11ant things over here but then when you talk to students you
speak differently:· Cam emphasized how professionaJs need to be able to change the way
they communicate based on who they are speaking to in this field.
Jeff also expressed the importance of communication in higher education
"'Communication goes back to creating that bond with the students and it's important
because they are going to work harder for you if they know you believe in them and have
their back:· He continued by saying,
I think students should be able to speak their mind just like rm going to speak my
mind on anything. I value students who are able to speak up and say how they feel
and what they think because they are leaders and future leaders and we have to let
them openly communicate with us.
Time-management and Orga11izatio11. Two participants spoke about being able to

manage time effectively and be organized as skills that are needed in the field and they
talked about how there can be a lot to do in their jobs and organization is key. Olivia said.
..To be organized is important. I feel like things are hectic in student affairs:· She
continued. ··Some days more than others I would say being able to manage your time and
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know when you·re doing too much it can be extremely overwhelming if you don·t
manage your time.
When Olivia talked about time management and organization she explained how
crazy the field can be and just the sheer amount of things going on in student affairs. She
indicated how general organization is something that everyone should be skilled in to be
successful. She ended her thoughts about time management by saying. ·'Jn general time
management is something that is huge in really any profession. but especially student
affairs."
Flexibility and Adapt ability. The ability to be flexible and adapt to any situation

was talked about by a number of the participants. Jeff discussed how he thinks being
adaptable is something professionals need to do and how sometimes it isn't easy. but
necessary.
Our day to day changes all the time. We are constantly picking something up
starting it for like five minutes and then something comes up where they need
your help right now and so you have to put it down and come back to it later.
He continued by saying. "We have to adapt and can·t get angry with the fact that we were
already doing something else.

..

Polly discussed the importance of understanding students' personal journey and
how it affects their success in college and how student affairs professionals need to adapt
their work to support those students.
You never know what's going to walk through your door. You have students who
should from all looks of it have everything together. and they don't. You could
have someone look like they have nothing together. but they are fine. Then you
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have the middle people who are finding their identity and want to be there. but
struggle financially or with many other things. and we work with all of these
people.
She continued by saying:
I f you think logically about development. so much development happens in the
first 1 8 years of a person·s life. so many impactful things that create them to be
the person they are. and then here we are just like ' hey welcome to college'.
Polly ended her thoughts on knowing where students are coming from by saying.
I f you're not going to be understanding of people's stories. paths. and where they
come from. and accept it and be able to work with it, then it's going to be really
hard to be here because students will never be simple.
Finally. Dan spoke of his mentor and admired her ability to be open. He said. ··openness
is extremely important, and we can·t close ourselves off to new things." He talked about
how in order to be successful in this field, learning to ·roll with the punches· is essential
and hearing out other people· s ideas in different situations helps this skill grow.
Boundaries. Creating boundaries and taking care of yourself as a professional in a

chaotic field was something several of the participants indicated was important in order
to be successful in this career and not bum out. They talked about how even as student
leaders they needed to do this and how important it was to know when enough was
enough and they needed to take a step back in order to maintain that passion piece. These
participants talked about how professionals tend to give away a lot of time and effort and
leave no time for their own relaxation and that can lead to burn out quickly.
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Olivia stated. ··You have to know when to have that time to take care of yourself
and sometimes I feel like we do so much and think about the students only and we don·t
really know when to slow down and that can be unhealthy:· Allie focused a lot on this
skill from the housing perspective. She said. '"I think for housing specifically. boundaries
are extremely important. J have people coming and knocking on my door sometimes
really late at night. Ifs hard working where you live." She later added, ""Just setting those
boundaries and for me. right now r m not that much older. So as a new professional in
housing who is not that far off from some of the students. it will be critical for me to have
those boundaries set with them.··
Transferable or functional skills that the participants considered important to have
in the field were those skills that are needed in almost any job, but appeared to be
especially important in student affairs. The participants felt as though being able to
effectively communicate with others, wisely manage their time, learn to accept change,
and take care of yourself were all skill areas that student affairs professionals needed to
be competent in to be successful.
Professional Traits/Attitudes

Compassion and understanding. self-confidence. autonomy. and accountability
were all attributes that participants mentioned as being necessary for success in the field
of student affairs. These are traits or attitudes that the participants valued and considered
important for people who work in this profession and are successful doing so. These
qualities can affect interactions with others and the participants highlighted the essential
nature of them to professionals in the field.
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Compassion and understanding. The majority of the participants felt as though

they could not be a student affairs professional and not be passionate about it. They also
shared how that in this field knowing about student development requires that
p rofess i onal s are empathetic

when working with

students. Participants reflected on

their

own experiences and saw the compassion present. and when it is present. the
understanding comes hand-in-hand with that compassion. All of the participants talked
about how much their mentors and the student affairs professionals they interacted with
genuinely loved their job and cared for the students.
Olivia talked about dedication and how in this field there has to be that passion
piece for what we do. She said. ·' Dedication is key. I feel like a lot of times i n this field i f
you don ·t have that passion or that reason for being here then things won "t really work
out.'" Allie talked about empathy and how in student affairs it plays a huge role in the
positions we take. She said, "Empathy is huge in this role. College is tough. and you have
to be able to meet students where they are at. Helping them understand and let them
know you're there for them time and time again."
Jeff explained how his mentors were people who students would want to sit and
talk to. "You could really see and understand the relationships they had with the students
and could feel the genuineness that they were giving each student.'' Olivia talked about a
graduate student she had looked up to during her undergraduate involvement and stated.
"'He was very enthusiastic about his job. Like sometimes he didn "t know what to do and
we were learning together. but he was excited about it:· Olivia put a lot of value behind
having a passion for what she is doing and connecting with students in a way that they
feel extremely supported. Polly talked about having passion and being happy about what
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you do. She stated that. '·having a passion or joy about something like i f you work with
students you can· t be a grumpy guss and you have to have a love and appreciation for
students.

..

Confidence. Confidence was something that three participants mentioned they felt

they gained from their undergraduate involvement, and saw as being something that
student affairs professionals needed to have to be successful. They talked about being
able to speak up for yourself and not let I ittle things get to you or bring your confidence
down. Dan and Carn both talked about bow orientation made them feel confident in their
abilities. Dan said. .. I definitely developed a thicker skin and became more confident in
myself'. Cam shared, ''I was finally able to stand in front of a crowd and feel
comfortable.'· Olivia talked about the mentorship program she was a part of .. I'm very
introverted. and I didn ·t like the things where they would like force you to get up and
dance and all that, but I definitely came out of my shell and became more outgoing which
led to me being more confident and taking on more of those leadership roles .

..

Autonomy and accountability. Autonomy and accountability are associated with

each other as the participants who talked about these as being necessary also spoke of
them as being connected. Two participants talked about how in student affairs. a person
can be given a task and have no idea what to do. but it is just assumed and trusted that
they can and will get that task done. They focused on this pair of traits as skills needed in
the profession and indicated that being able to get things done independently and being
able to communicate to others that you can be relied on to follow through will make them
a better professional.
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Can1 talked about how there isn·t a lot of direction sometimes. ··Another
important skill to have is having autonomy. You don·t get a lot of direction sometimes.
so you kind of just have to figure it out on your own and hope for the best. " Jeff talked
about accountability and how ifs important to be accountable while also holding others
accountable.
Accountability is so important. We have to show students that our word matters.
like i f you say you·re going to do something you need to do it because you can·t
teach an old dog new tricks like you have to get them while they are ready to
learn and trust your word.
He continued by saying. ..Instilling that sense of accountability where they take charge
and own what they are doing and their actions because you've shown them that in return
is important.··
The participants felt as though being passionate about what you are doing is
critical in student affairs. and having compassion for students is part of that passion piece.
Being able to have confidence in your own abilities and do things on your own with a
positive attitude when asked was also something these participants thought was needed in
student affairs. especially because of the lack o f direction professionals often get in
different circumstances. Showing others that you are accountable and hold true to what
you say you will do is something that student affairs professionals need to demonstrate in
their work. The participants highlighted how these specific skills affect how they work
with others. and as such are critical to possess.
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Knowledge-based Skills

The participants described the specific skills relating to the actual nature of
student affairs that all professionals in the field need. regardless of what functional area
where they

would work.

Those skills were:

understanding student development.

fostering growth in students. creating diverse and inclusive environments. and having a
strong knowledge base of the student affairs profession.
Understanding student development andfostering growth in students. The

ability to understand development in onesel f and in the students was something many of
the participants mentioned as being necessary in order to be successful in this field. Four
of the participants talked about professionals needing to be able to foster students in their
growth and development and to be able to guide them to be their best self as important to
their personal career success.
Jeff talked about how students are the future leaders of this world. and they have
to give them the ability to speak their mind and grow and learn. "We have to Jet them
kind of spread their wings, you know." Olivia spoke about how seeing growth in students
and working with them on seeing their potential is part of the role of student affairs
professionals. •· we see where they can go and the potential they have. We need to help
them understand there is more to college than just academics and work with them on their
development.··
Allie talked about how college is a place where students start to learn about
themselves. "College is a till'ie where a lot of people discover who they are and grow so
much:· Polly spoke about how she thinks about the impact the people in the field had on
her and their ability to bring her out of difficult and confusing times. ''It really is the
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people on campus that make a di fference and help students grow into who they are n1eant
to be.··
Diversity and lllclusio11. A number of pa11icipants discussed how the ability to be

inclusive and accepting of diverse populations is important to have as a student affairs
professional. They spoke about how providing an inclusive environment where students
feel comfortable and heard is critical. A few shared their belief about the importance of
standing up and advocating for their students and promoting diversity and individualism
overall and how the way diversity and inclusion is treated is a huge part of being
successful or not in the professional.
Cam spoke on this skill a lot throughout the interview. When talking about what
is needed in the field they said.
I think understanding is a big one just because you have your students coming
from a bunch of different places. In order for you to be able to help them you have
to understand where they come from and their point of view. especially if ifs
different from yours.
Allie spoke about how ifs important for students to feel comfortable sharing what
they·ve always been and giving them the space to be able to do that. ..We have to give
students a safe space to be able to come to us with anything no matter who they are or
..
what they believe . She talked about how her office is open and she makes it known that
students can come to her.
I make it very well known that when I ' m in my office anyone is welcome to come
in and if rm not in there they can find me and we·11 talk.

rm

not afraid to have
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hard conversations because r m ready to help people become who they really
want to be.
Polly explained why this skill is needed in the profession. She started off by
saying. ·•students are just . . . you never know what"s going to walk through your door:·
She went on to talk about how students come from all types of backgrounds and
situations that they are dealing with and in this field requires you work with all types of
different people. "lfyou·re not going to be understanding of people·s stories. paths. and
where they come from. and accept it and be able to work with it. then it's going to be
extremely hard to work in this field:·
K11owledge abfe ofstudent affairs profession. Participants talked about the need

for professionals that know why student affairs professionals do what they do. They
talked about how in order to be a successful professional in the field there needs to be a
well-rounded knowledge of the background of student affairs. The participants focused
on how there is a reason we are here and knowing that will make professionals more
successful overall.
Dan talked about the need to understand that student a ffairs professionals are
solely focused on the students. ..We want to satisfy the students· needs and help them
..
succeed. That's the main point of our field . Cam talked about how. ..having a general
knowledge of the field and knowing how institutions are different from one another is
important." Polly talked about how she sees one of the most i mportant things about the
field is to be a servant leader. She stated
So there is this African proverb that says ·um boon too'. which means · I

am

because we are· and I think that·s like the epitome of servant leadership and what
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we do in this field. You can·t be a leader i f you don·t have people around you and
a mission you are all focused on getting to.
A strong understanding of the student affa irs field and its foundations is a skill
t hat professionals need to have to be successful. Creat ing inclusive environments where

students feel comfortable no matter the circumstance is a critical piece of what a
successful professional needs to do to facilitate their goals of helping students. These
competencies. combined with understanding student development and being able to
foster growth in students. is something that the majority of the participants mentioned as
necessary for student affairs professionals to be able to do. Participants highlighted how
their mentors had the ability to help students further develop and grow and had done that
for them when they were students and that support allowed them to get to where they
needed to be.
Mentors' Skills

Participants were asked to consider any student affairs professionals during their
undergraduate journey that they looked up to or considered mentors and then to identify
the skills and competencies they believed made that person a successful professional. /\II
the participants were able to identify at least one student affairs professional that they
looked up to. Several common elements regarding mentors emerged from the
participants· responses of the professionals skills. The reoccuning skills identified were:
efficiency and organization. care and a strong passion

for

the job. the ability to foster the

growth and development within students. and accountability both for themselves and
others.
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Efficiency and orga11izatio11. All of the participants talked about how their

mentors were driven and excelled at getting the job done in a timely and organized
manner. This '"'as a skill that the participants saw as something that made their mentors
successful. and one that they learned from watching their mentor in order to become

better developed in that area themselves.
Dan· s mentor was the orientation director and he talked about how she was very
good at knowing how to be friendly and have fun while still being able to get the job
done. Cam talked about the director of the career center and the dean of the first-year
office and how she was great at getting things done and making them happen. ..She
would sometimes be seen as being somewhat mean. but when you knew her you
understood that she just wanted to be diligent and get things done for her students:· Jeff
spoke about his mentors and how within the fraternity the students had some difficulties
at one point. --our advisor really stepped up and quickly helped us out of a difficult
situation we had put ourselves in:·
Olivia talked about how she went through four different supervisors over her year
and a half of being an RA. The second supervisor she had for a short time continued to
move up in different housing jobs. but she still considered her to be a mentor and really
looked up to her. Olivia said. ·· She was extremely organized. and that was something I
really learned how to do because of her:· Allie talked about her supervisor and how he
was very by the book.
He was very good at task-y type things. and doing what made sense. For example.
we had this thing where we had to do intentional interactions and log every single
conversation we had with our residents and he was · like that's stupid".
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He

didn"t feel that the existing process was necessary or effecti,·e for their community

and instead looked for something better.
I le was ,·ery efficient and was like ·there is no point in that " . He told us to send
him a paragraph about what's

happening

on your floor and J can send that to my

supervisor. there is no need for the extra unnecessary steps.
Poll) spoke about her boss when she was an RA and said . ..They were really clear and
..
concise and had good directives. All of the participants comments focused on the
practical side of the work they were doing and how it was important for the work that
they were to · make sense· for both the staff and the students.
Passion. The participants all talked about how passionate their mentors were and

how they seemed to really love their jobs. Cam talked about how their mentor was
someone who truly cared for her students. They also talked about another mentor and
how she did everything she possibly could for her students and Cam really admired that
quality in her. Olivia talked about one of her supervisors while she was an RA and his
love for the job. ·· He was just very enthusiastic about his job. and even if he didn ·1 know
what to do. he was excited about it."
Allie talked about the person who hired her to be an RA . ..She is just so caring
and empathetic. She is very passionate about college students and people in general.··
Polly talked about how her boss when she was an RA changed her life. •·.Just the way he

poured into people was amazing. He led people the way they wanted to be led and didn"t
try to force my path:· Polly explained how her mentors were so passionate about what
they were doing. that they just wanted to help their students find their passion as well.
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Jeff spoke about his mentors saying. ··They were so genuine and respectful. and
they always had time for you:· He shared that he worked after college before deciding to
return for a graduate degree. " I wanted to change the world . . . then I ended up working
for a big company and

I hated it. like I wasn "t doing what I wanted:· He talked about how

he was dating a girl who was in a student affairs graduate program at the time and when
they would talk about her day and how she helped students he missed that environment.
He said.
We would talk about what she would do and I would just think like your day
sounds so much better than mine. like you helped 5 kids today figure out what
could possibly be their career goals. and I didn't do anything like that.

It j ust

really got me thinking about like when was I the most happy and it always circled
back to working in that office and seeing just how much they loved their job and

I

wanted that.
Foster growth and developme11t. The participants talked about how their mentors

influenced them. and they saw that as a skill that their mentors excelled in doing. Dan
talked about how one of his mentors played a huge role in his development. He said. "She
gave me the opportunity to be on the orientation team in the first place which led to
everything else I was involved in:· Cam explained the importance of understanding
where students are at in their development. ··students will be coming from a bunch of
different places developmentally and in order to help them we need to look at where they
are currently.'·
Jeff talked about how his supervisor taught him to respect people· s time and how
he was currently struggling with a few students who are not understanding that he is
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waiting for them for over an hour to come for a meeting or event. He added that when
the) do finally come and say they forgot or whatever the case may be. that they have food
in their hands while he had to skip lunch waiting on them to c�me to their meeting. He
said ··Looking back. people at that age ean·t apologize or admit when they mess up. and
we have to meet them where they are:·
Allie and Polly talked specifically about ho\v their mentors groomed them and
guided their development in such a way that i f they hadn ·r, then they might not be where
they are today. Polly shared that two of her mentors were people that she stills looks up to
today that made a big difference in her development.
She [mentorJ has really shaped how I like to supervise my RA · s now and I try to
model a lot of things after what she instilled in me and how she helped me. She is
just a very caring and empathetic person.
The other mentor she talked about was more of a tactical type of supervisor and she
emphasized how this person made her focus on her self-care. ·· He was more of a serious
logical type. and would just be like you need to stop doing this or you·re going to burn
out:· She concluded by saying "Those two are the most influential to me j ust because
they gave me everything:·
Accountability. The participants shared how mentors showed them how to be

accountable. as well as how to hold others accountable. Many of the participants talked
about how their mentors held them to a standard that helped push them in being better at
being responsible. This skill was one that participants felt like their mentors did really
well and was a big part of why they saw their mentor as a successful professional.
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Dan shared that his mentor could be seen as being mean. but she just held people
accountable for their actions. Jeff talked about how his mentors were professionals who
role modeled accountability. "They were accountable and knew when the buck stopped at
them. They understood how to say they messed up and were able to admit that they were
v.rrong:· He also talked about how they were always on time for meetings and they
respected your time. Reflecting on the issue of students being late that he was dealing
with. Jeff appreciated how his mentor would respect his time.
Allie talked about two of her mentors and how they really shaped how she
supervises her students.
They both are great people and I try to model a lot of things after what they taught
me. One thing they taught me is that you can't force people to go to programs or
do anything they don "t want to do.
She expressed how this was something that impacted her and made her realize that as a
supervisor she should be that accountable person and do what she says she will do. She
decided to do the best she can at teaching her students to be accountable while knowing
that some won't be successful right away. and thaf s okay. Polly talked about how
everyone knew they could count on her mentor being on their side and helping them to
get to wherever they wanted to go.
All of the participants identified student affairs professionals they considered to
be mentors to them during their undergraduate journey. Participants identified the skills
that they felt made those professionals successful in their jobs. The pai1icipants spoke
about hov. their mentors were the ones that they looked up to. and learned from during
their undergraduate involvement.
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RQ 2: Skills Gained from Involvement

Participants identified multiple kinds of involvement experiences and the skills
they gained from participating in those experiences that they felt have helped them
prepare for a future career in student affairs. Common themes were: communication.
time-management. organization. confidence. inclusion. accountability.
Collaboration/Teamv:ork. Relationship Building. Autonomy. Responsibility.
Programming. and Public Speaking. The skills that were mentioned the most throughout
were communication. time-management. organization. and confidence. These skills were
grouped into the same three types of skills previously identified to allow for greater
comparison: Transferable/functional skills. Professional traits/attitudes. and knowledge
based skills.
Transferable/functional Skills

The participants identified five primary transferable or functional skills that they
gained as a result of their undergraduate involvement; communication. time
managemcnt. collaboration. relationship building. and public speaking. These skills were
ones that participants felt they would be able to use in whatever jobs or positions they
held in their career.
Commu11ic atio11. Communication was the skill that the majority of the

participants mentioned as being something they learned ho\.\ to do better as a result of
their undergraduate involvements. While the participants didn't provide in depth details
regarding how their communication skills improved. when they talked about
communication it was focused on the point that they were able to more effectively talk to
other students. This was also as skill that they felt allowed them to better handle conflict.
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Dan said. "I definitely developed a lot of communication skills that I was lacking
in for sure:· While Polly shared .. , learned a lot of communication skills and how to
confront conflict:· Olivia talked about how she still struggles with it even though the
involvement helped her.
Even now rm working on being able to communicate. especially my feelings.
with people and not just brushing things off. rm the kind of person that leaves the
situation alone and cools off. instead of actually saying what made me upset and
talk about how to move forward.
Time-ma11ageme11t am/ orga11izatio11. Time management and organization were two

skills that

four of the

participants identified as having been gained from their being

involved in leadership roles. Jeff reflected on what he gained.
Things like time-management. I remember sitting down to my first meeting with
my GA as an RA and she literally handed me a planner and I was like I don't even
know what that is. That's how bad it was.
He also indicated that he wasn·t very responsible when he began his involvement '"I was
pretty sheltered growing up and so all these experiences made me realize that you need to
get your stuff together. You have to do things on time and meet deadlines now:·
Olivia talked about her time management and growth within that skill because of
her involvement.
I wouldn't say I had bad time management skills but I had free time so I just went
to class and then when I started joining all these organizations like sometimes I
wouldn't eat because I was running from class to meetings. And when I had step
practice. sometimes I got there after class and we wouldn't leave until like 4 in the
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morning if we had a show corning up and i t
do this and making sure
She went on to say .

..

I

v. as

a lot. It ''as a lot of like I ha\'e to

had things done on time and prioritizing.

Weirdly enough . when

I

got more involved my grades got better.

..
like you have less time which made me prioritize even more.
Polly talked about how she learned that you have to balance things and make sure
everyone is doing okay and staying afloat.
.
Back in high school I would ve said leadership was about being the boss and
being in charge. but when I was in college I learned that you have to balance your
priorities and make sure everyone in your building is doing well and staying on
top of everything. Leadership is about managing your time and supporting your
people.

Co/laboratio11. Collaboration was a skill that two of the participants identified as
a result o f their involvement . and fel t very strongly about its importance. Dan talked
about how seeing the orientation team work together and help the students and families
really allowed him to see himself continuing to pursue student affairs.

"I

think that

I

was

able to develop the ability to just work as a team and be there for other people around me
in times of need:· He talked about how collaboration was a big piece of working in
orientation ..being on the orientation committee we were required to coordinate with
other offices during d ifferent events. and we collaborated with many di fferent people on
various events. I n return they would help us during events as well."
Polly talked about a leadership program and the fact that they really pushed
teamwork .. 1 came from a very col laborative university and there were so many di fferent
.

ways that we all worked together. RA · s helped with orientation and the leadership
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program worked with Special Olympics and so many other pa11nerships were there:· She
continued saying. ··1 think I have almost been bred in a sense of like we all need to work
.
together because we all have that one goal.'

Relationship b11ildi11g. Building relationships with students. coworkers. and
people in general is a skill that many of the partici pants addressed when they discussed
their involvement experiences. It was especially impactful for both Jeff and Olivia as they
both talked about the personal relationships they made from being involved and the
importance those relationships had on their development.
Jeff talked about the friendships that he made and how important they were to
him. He said .

..

The pre-law fraternity really gave me meaningful friendships. like I still

talk to a lot of those people to this day:' He went on to say.
I didn·t know i f I was equipped to handle the responsibility that came with being
an

RA. but I

enjoyed it a lot.

I

am definitely a people person. and

I

enjoyed being

with the students and helping them. l kind of saw myself as a pseudo mentor to
them and really loved working with them and building those relationships.
Olivia talked about becoming more outgoing because of her involvement. She
discussed her involvement in a freshman mentorship program.
l " m very introverted and I didn·t really like the things where they forced you to be
extroverted like get up and dance or whatever. I really enjoyed that program
though. and getting my mcntee. I love that I still have a great relationship with
her.
She continued talking about this experience when she was later in the position of
mentoring younger students and shared
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I worked really closely with my mentee. I saw her as a typical freshman. she
started getting im·olved. and I don·t know if it was me encouraging her because

I

saw potential in her but she eventually became my sorority sister and seeing her
do things on campus was a great experience.
Olivia talked about how meaningful this relationship was to her and how grateful she was
for that program.
Public Spe aki11g. Two participants who were highly involved in orientation both

mentioned public speaking as a skill they gained from their involvement. Both Dan and
Cam talked about learning to be comfortable speaking in front of a crowd of people and
learning to be comfortable in those situations. They discussed how in orientation you are
continuously presenting to. leading. or directing students and family members to get them
the information they need which leads to needing to be comfortable in front of crowds of
people you don ·t know.
Dan said. "1 definitely developed a lot of public speaking skills through
orientation:· He also talked about admissions and how he gained some skills that were
important such as talking in front of crowds. He said . "' When I picture admissions. you
need to be comfortable giving proper info about the university and being knowledgeable
and not be scared to talk in front of bigger crowds. and I definitely grew in that area."
The participants· focus on transferable skills mainly focused on how being
involved and stepping into leadership roles al lowed them to learn how to effectively
communicate with others and manage their time wisely. They were able to learn how to
work closely with others and build positive relationships and spoke about how their self
confidence grew tremendously through their involvement. These skills were ones that
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were not limited to preparing them for a specific career. rather they were valuable skills
that would benefit in many different ways.
Professional traits/attitudes

The participants talked about different traits that they developed over their time of
involvement. The traits and attitudes that the participants said they gained as a result of
their undergraduate involvement were confidence. autonomy. and accountability. These
three skills were touched on by four of the participants. and were the major growth areas
that were addressed when participants talked about their involvement.
Co11fide11ce. Confidence was a huge piece that several of the participants revealed

as having been gained because of their involvement. They talked about how the
leadership positions they were in. combined with the mentors they had. had pushed them
to believe in their abilities and made them become more confident in themselves.
Allie stated. "My confidence in myself and my ability to lead continued to go up.''
She went on to explain that even though she i s very extraverted. she recalled the first fev.
weeks of freshman year calling her mom and saying. ·· . . . no one knows me and I don't
have any friends:· She continued talking about how even though it was a new
environment these leadership positions made her feel good about herself. Specifically she
said . .. , ended up getting RA of the year one year when I was a staff member and that was
like huge. There were twenty-two residence halls on campus. each with around I 0 Ras.
so it was a big dea1.··
Polly talked a lot about becoming competent in her abilities. She stated. "I think
before my involvement I would've said personally I wasn't thinking very highly of
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myself or that others wanted to listen to me or that my ideas or influence really
mattered:· She clarified the i mportance o f her involvement on her confidence by sharing
I think after my involvement J"ve rea lly learned the value of knowing my
capabilities. like if someone gave me
can·t do that

1

a

big task before I would"vc been like no I

need a partner or something. but through my involvement I think I

can be given any task and be able to achieve it.

Autonomy and accountability. Being held accountable was a huge growth piece
for the participants. Some of them said that when they took on a leadership role that it
was the first time someone truly held them accountable. They were trusted to do things
on their own without someone constantly looking over their shoulder to make sure it was
done right. Jeff shared that
Accountability was huge. I n the beginning I was called out a lot like I would
oversleep work shifts if it was early because
games or like

I

I

would stay up late playing video

actually m i ssed our convocation. totally missed it. As an RA we

were supposed to take our floor and

I

slept right through it.

He continued talking about how eye-opening this was for him and said .
It was like the first time someone held me accountable. I t was on me now to get
myself to places on time and do things on time and meet deadlines. and they
really pushed me to be accountable about things.
Allie brought up how important it was to be honest and own up to making
mistakes. and how this was an i mportant skill that she developed. She stated . .. Putting
trust in my supervisor and in my residents to do the right thing. and being honest and
ov.11ing up to when you make a mistake was big:·
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Learning how to be responsible and do things on their own with little direction
was a learning experience for another two of the participants. Cam shared ..I learned
autonomy being able to work on your own. I t was kind of like here is a project. go do i1.··
While Jeff talked about how he wasn·t the most responsible person before taking on
leadership roles. ··1 was pretty sheltered growing up and we didn"t have to do everything
for ourselves like I did in these experiences:·
The participants focus was on those traits they clearly felt were strongly
developed as a result of their involvement. They were able to become confident in their
abilities to do things. to act autonomously. and be held accountable for their actions both
good and bad. The participants were clearly able to see the direct relationship between
their involvements and the development and growth of their abilities i n these skills.

Knowledge-based Skills
Participants gained a basic knowledge base regarding the student affairs
profession as a result of their involvement. They learned the importance of inclusive
environments for students to feel comfortable being themselves in and were regularly
taught about di verse populations through their involvement and leadership positions.
Participants also shared that they learned the ins and outs of putting on di fferent events
and programs for students and all of the work that goes into each event within student
affairs.

Diversity and inclusion. A few of the pa11icipants focused significantly on the
impo11ance of diversity and inclusion as being skills they gained from their involvement.
They talked about how they learned to be open to new people and experiences. and not to
put themselves i n a box when it came to di fferent types of involvement.
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Cam focused a lot on diversity and learning how to understand other people and
their perspecti,·es on things.
/\.

big skill was being able to understand other perspectives and then articulating

how I responded. For me being able to respond without getting super emotional if
I didn "t agree was difficult. but I learned that being the president of the Gender

and Sexuality Alliance. my job was education. I needed to educate the campus on
what was important and understand that sometimes I would talk to people that
didn "t understand what I was saying because it was an abstract way of thinking.
They continued by saying even though it was difficult they learned to understand
differences and meet people where they are in those situations.
Allie also talked a Jot about being inclusive. She mentioned that. "'Housing is very
much an inclusive focused programming learning model. so I learned a lot about the
LGBTQ community and different races and ethnicities as welt.·· Jeff went to a small
private Catholic high school and a small Catholic college had a slightly different
experience. but one that demonstrated the value of inclusivity for him.
The resident director of the area we were in was cool. She didn "t let anything get
to her and she was actually the first person I had become close to from the
LGBTQA community that wasn"t afraid to hide it and that was awesome.
Olivia reflected on her undergraduate involvement with housing. and because of
the professional development aspects of that position . she gained a lot of general
knowledge about diversity topics. Despite that kind of inclusive environment. she
mentioned that when she thinks about it. she didn't really get into any clubs or
organizations where there were people different from her. She said.
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I had a very diverse staff in housing and I got to interact with them and learn from

them because of that leadership position. but I don ·t think l took a lot of initiative
to be a diverse person myself. I did a lot of things with people that belonged to my
own race and the things I got involved with weren't really diverse groups.
Eve11t-plan11i11g and progr amming. Some of the participants mentioned event-

planning and programming as skills that they developed during their involvement.
Depending on the types of involvement students became a part of, there could be an
immense amount of planning events and programming needs that they were involved
with. The participants who talked about this being something they learned about were
primarily involved in orientation and student life.
Dan talked about how some of his first interactions with student affairs
professionals were when he was on the executive board for orientation. He stated. .. Being
on the committee for new student orientation we helped plan different events that really
had an impact on the university and students:· Jeff had similar experiences from his time
in housing,
Something I definitely learned very quickly was programming. As an RA you
have to put on programs. and not only do you have to get the kids there. but
providing programs that they want to do and are going to come to.
Knowledge ofstudent affairs profession. Having a good foundational idea of the

student affairs profession and the meaning behind what the profession does was
something that a majority of participants touched on in their interview. A few of them
talked about how during their involvement they were able to see the impact of the student
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affairs professionals and they saw the need and reason for why it exists. For them. seeing
that impact is what got them interested in pursuing the field.
Dan talked about how he gained a better understanding of how everything
generally works in the field of higher education through his involvement. .. Deing
involved in orientation I felt like I was actually doing something and really had an impact
on the university and the students:· He continued saying

..
.

I was able to kind of do a

better job at understanding how everything worked and what I would be able to do and
what not.··
Jeff talked about how all of the professionals he saw on a daily basis were in
higher education administration and he didn't realize at the time that it was something
someone could do as a career until years after he left college.

..

J

have to say. honestly. I

worked a lot during college and realized later on that I missed out on a lot of
oppo11unities." He talked about how once he realized it was an actual career and people
do it for a living he was definitely on board with helping students and being happy.
Polly talked about how being an

RA

you have students who want to do both good

and bad things and in this field she said. ·· You really have to figure out how to get them
all on one team. one community:· Because of the leadership program she was a part of.
she saw that student affairs professionals were visible and involved in the success of their
students. She said.
There was high involvement from these people who were big leaders on campus
who were constantly like · you can do it. what do you want to do. what is your
vision. what are your values. how do you become the leader or today and not the
leader of tomorrow·?
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Participants did not address any historical or operational missions of student affairs in
their discussion of learning about the profession. instead they focused on how
professionals in those roles impacted their college community and in turn themselves.
Learning of the existence of the profession allowed them to learn about how many of the
skills they gained from their involvement were actually preparing them for the kind of
work they would do as professionals. Through these interactions with professionals. the
participants felt they understood what the job entailed and it was something that they in
tum sought for themselves.
The skills that stood out among the rest that the majority of the participants talked
about gaining from their involvement were building relationships. time-management. and
self-confidence. Because of their involvement they learned how to communicate
effectively. build authentic relationships with others. and learn how to manage their time
effectively. The participants talked about how their leadership positions they held led to
them gaining confidence in themselves and their ability to do things they didn ·1 believe
they could before.
Awareness of ACPA/NASPA Competencies

Participants for this study were all in the 2nd semester of their first year in a two
year program and were asked about their awareness and understanding of the
ACPAINASPA Professional Competencies. Although approximately half of the
participants had heard of the professional competencies. none of them had a clear
understanding of either individual competencies or the competency areas. Allie said.
I didn't know they were a thing pre-grad school and still don't know that much

about them. I feel like even though we·ve mentioned them we have never really
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dived headfirst into that so

I

know they exist and are out there but

I

don ·t know

much about them.
Olivia had a similar perspective . .. I have heard of them. yes. I would say that I
know they are like guiding principles for the profession and it's things that are agreed
upon within d ifferent areas like not just housing." She continued by saying. ··so
definitely things that they want people to grow in and gain knowledge in as they go
throughout the field. Also. things they want people to follow. like rules or ethics in a
way:· Polly fel t that the competencies were supposed to help professionals know whal to
do to be able to be successful in the profession.
I think they are kind of broad and ambiguous which is very different for me. I
worked as a recreational therapist for 2 years and we had competencies and stuff
and we had to take a test like you had to know them to be certified in order to be
quali fied. It"s interesting because I feel like they are so vague from what

I

remember I ike be understanding of al I people. which you can "t really cut that
down but sometimes rm like aren·t we all supposed to do that anyways?
Dan was curious about the topic of this study and said. "It"s crazy that we don"t exactly
talk about them a lot at all. We are embodying them without actually mentioning them
which is interesting:·
While none of the participants possessed a clear understanding for the
competencies. they did have a general awareness of their existence and importance to the
profession. They had all had some level of exposure though they felt that they had not
received sufficient information on the use and role of them and how they were to
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integrate them into their professional practice. Most were able to identify the general
nature and role of the competencies and that they were a shared value of the profession.

Summary
This chapter provided a breakdown of the responses that

were

provided by the

participants i n regards to the research questions that guided the study. Participants were
asked to reflect on skills they gained as a result of their undergraduate involvement
experiences as well as mentor relationships with student affairs professionals during that
time and skills they saw in those mentors. The participants were then asked to expand on
the skills they believe are necessary for professionals in the field to have in order to be
successful. Analysis of the results is presented in Chapter
implicatjons. recommendations. and conclusions.

V and will

include discussion.
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Chapter V
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to identify what skills lirst year graduate students in
a college student affairs program feel they gained from their undergraduate involvement.

and what skills they believe professionals need to have to be successful in the student
affairs field. The researcher explored whether or not both sets of skills identified by the
participants aligned with the professional competencies that were put in place by the
ACPA/NASPA Joint Task Force that are seen as necessary for student affairs
professionals to have. This chapter will examine how the participants· perceptions of
their own skills and the skills viewed as being necessary for success as a professional and
how those skills align with the ACPA/NASPA Professional Competencies along with
implications on the profession and recommendations for future research.

Discussion
The researcher began with the assumption that participants were more than likely
involved during their undergraduate journey gaining various skillsets. and that the skills
gained from that involvement would align with some of the core competencies of the
profession. It v;as expected that the participants would not be extremely skilled in or even
aware o f all of the competencies at this point in their development. That being said. the
researcher expected that a number of skills the participants would mention would fall into
at least one of the competencies.
Astin ( 1 993 ) stated that college is often the first real challenge that students have
when it comes to motivation and skills. The whole college experience has great potential
to produce change within students· knowledge. skills. values. attitudes. aspirations.
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beliefs. and behaviors. Students who are involved in extracurricular acli\'ities tend lo
become strongly competent in their field (Tehi bozo.

2007).

Blimling

(2002) stated that

many students· have their first encounter with the field of student affairs while being a
part of extracurricular activities. and getting involved while attending their undergrmluale
institutions is how all of the participants were introduced lo the field.
The participants were invol ved in a wide variety of extracurricular activities
including housing. student l i fe organizations. orientation. and many others.

All

of the

participants mentioned being involved in more than one of these activities at once. and
stated that these experiences positively impacted their decisions to go into student affairs.
From these involvement experiences the participants gained many different skills that
they discussed during the interviews.
When the participants talked about the d i fferent skills gained from being
involved. the majority of them focused on building relationships. t ime-management. and
self-confidence. Relationship building and creating positive interactions was a key skill
that involvement helped participants develop. Many o f the participants talked about how
they are still close friends with a number of people they met during their di fferent
involvement roles and the importance of those relationships.
Participants also stressed that the ability to effectively prioritize and manage their
time was a key skill that leadership positions helped them develop. The majority of the
participants talked about how holding leadership positions and having to be responsible
for their own deadlines made them see the importance of managing their time effectively.
A l l of the participants talked about involvement and leadership positions leading to them
becoming more confident in themselves and their abilities. The involvement experiences
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gave them the ability to try new things and ultimately taught them that they could do
more than they thought they could before taking on the different roles in their
undergraduate involvement.
Participants used their current supervisors and student affairs mentors from their
time as undergraduates when identifying what was necessary to be successful in the field.
They talked about how they saw what worked well and what didn ·t and belieYed that
those were the skills that they should develop in themselves i f they wanted to work in
student affairs. While there were many different skills mentioned. some only by one or
two participants. the skills that the majority of the participants mentioned as being needed
in the field were passion and empathy. adaptability and time-management. diversity and
inclusion. effective communication. and having an understanding of student development
and fostering growth in students.
The participants emphasized that the professionals they identified as being role
models all had a passion for working with students and were able to feel empathy and
connect to their students. They expressed the importance of loving what you do and how
in student affa irs it is impo11ant to enjoy the work you do so that students see you truly
care and want to be there. Authenticity. while not directly mentioned. was clear in their
statements about their mentors and how the ones who were authentic were the ones that
students trusted and learned the most from.
The abilit) to adapt to an environment that involves a lot of constant change and
to manage their time effectively were also key skills mentioned by the participants that
they associated with leaders in the field. The participants talked about how the field is
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constantly evolving and changing. and professionals need to be able to be flexible and
adapt to those changes as well as the changes that seem to exist i n daily work.
Finally. the participants focused on how professionals need to be accepting and
inclusive of all students.

and create welcoming environments where students feel

comfortable coming to them under any circumstance. They talked about the need for
professionals to be non-judgmental and accept any student that comes through your door
no matter how di fferent their views are from your own because student affairs
professionals are there for the students.
However the skill that the participants talked about the most and stressed
throughout the interview was the need to be able to

communicate effectively with

di fferent people. They spoke about the various types of people that professionals
communicate with on a regular basis such as colleagues. students. and higher
administrators and how all of those conversations look different. They expressed the need
for professionals to be able to l isten and hear what students and other professionals are
saying to them. as well as understand how to communicate respectfully and appropriately
with each of these groups. Participants tal ked about how college is where students learn
and grow into who they are and professionals should understand the developing student
as well as be able to foster growth within those students as itis important for professionals
to understand the developmental processes of di fferent populations.
The importance of mentors was clearly apparent in the interviews as all of the
participants could identify professionals who had significant impacts both on their own
development. but also in defining the skills and traits that participants felt were key for
the profession. The participants were excited to talk about their mentors and the strengths
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they saw in them. A l l of the mentors that participants talked about fostered the gro\vth
and de\'elopment of the participants. and i n some way led them to go into the field
themselves. The participants spoke of their mentors as positive role models that they
aspired to be like in the future. For the majority of the participants their mentors were
directly supervising them and whether directly or indirectly. taught them those skills. For
a few participants their mentor was the first person they realized made a living working
in student affairs. and they were the ones that showed them that this career path was a
possibility in the first place.
While many di fferent skills were highl ighted from participants· observations and
interactions with their mentors. the major traits that the participants identified were being
efficient and organized. having a passion for what their work. fostering gro\.\1h i n
students. demonstrating accountability. and showing confidence i n leading others. The
participants saw their mentors as a representation of what they want to be in the future.
The participants took what they saw as positive skil lsets in their mentors and used that to
grow and develop their own skills. The participants strongly admired their mentors and
the skills they mentioned their mentors having were the skills they saw as being needed
in the field to be successful.

Alignment of skills to the core competencies
In 20 1 0

ACPA and NASPA representatives collaborated and created a

list of 1 0

core competencies seen as essential to have i n the field o f student affairs (NA SPA. n.d.).
In 20 1 4 the document was reviewed by an ACPA/NASPA task force and updated with
recommended changes in 20 1 5 . This list of I 0 competency areas lays out essential
knowledge and skills that are expected of student affairs professionals working in any
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functional area. The competency areas were created distinctively for the field of student
affairs. and lay out the essential knowledge. skills. and dispositions expected of all
student affairs professionals (ACPA/NASPA. 20 1 5 ) . The characteristics within each of
the competency areas address lifetime professional development so the researcher used
the foundational concepts within each competency area and matched the skills identified
by the participants to the competencies they most closely related to.
After interviewing the participants and assessing what skills and competencies
they felt they acquired from being involved and what they believe is necessary to have in
order to be successful in the field. the researcher determined which skills aligned with the
ACPAINASPA core competencies. While the competencies do not directly list skillsets
that fall within them. the researcher was able to use the foundational concepts column of
the competency rubrics to align what the students reported to each competency.
Because of the vagueness of the competencies. as well as the participants not
going into very much detail when they defined the skills that they named. aligning the
skills to the foundational concepts of each competency wasn·t simple. Some of the skills
fit into more than one competency. and some were a stretch to fit into any of them. The
researcher found that there were a few competency areas that stood out among the rest
that the skills stated by participants greatly align with. The competency areas that the
skills talked about by a majority of the participants mentioned fall into are the
Leadership. Advising and Supporting. Personal and Ethical Foundations, Social Justice
and Inclusion. and Organizational and Human Resources competency areas.
leadership (LEAD). The leadership competency focuses on the knowledge and

skills required of a leader. I t involves both the individual in the leadership role. as well as
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the process of people working together towards en\'isioning. planning. and affecting
change in an organization (ACPAINASPA. 2 0 1 5). Within the leadership competency the
focus is on self-awareness and reflection. teamwork and interpersonal skills. change and
innovation. and foundational and theoretical principles of leadership (ACPA/NASPA.
2 0 1 6).
The foundational concepts of this competency talk about how a person· s personal
values. beliefs. and views inform one's perception of effective leadership. Knowing basic
principles of community building such as creating inclusive and cohesive teams.
exhibiting confidence in leading others. and developing skills of self and others are all
foundational concepts ofthjs competency. The skills that the majority of participants
talked about align with this competency.
In order to be a leader they talked about the bonds that are made with students.
working together towards a certain goal. and being welcoming to everyone. The
participants with housing experience talked about building communities and advocating
for students as well as being empathetic with their students and understanding of di fferent
situations. Leadership was a very important skillset that the participants fel t was
completely necessary to be successfu l . The participants all held leadership roles at some
point during their involvement. and spoke about the importance of being confident i n
their abilities as well a s fostering growth i n others.

Advising and Supporting (A&S). The advising and supporting competency
addresses the skills related to providing individuals and groups with direction. feedback.
critique. referral. and guidance ( A C PA/NASPA. 2 0 1 5). This competency focuses on
interpersonal skills. group dynamics. professional development. and working with others.
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Student affairs professionals play critical roles in the overall wellness o f their students
and colleagues. The foundational concepts of this competency talk about promoting the
growth and health of others. caring for people in need. challenge and support students and
co l leag ues. respect the views

and choices of others. establish rapport and build

relationships. and an overall disposition to support others and respect identities and
viewpoints of others.
Pa1ticipants also talked about a number of skills that closely align with this
competency. Participants emphasized the importance of having open communication and
building trust in their relationships with students. The participants also talked about
having a passion for the job and loving what you do as being important. Overall. the
participants· identification of several skills aligns well with the overall meaning behind
this competency.
While the participants· list of skills aligned most closely with the two competency
areas listed above. there was sufficient evidence that those skills connected with several
other competency areas with enough regularity that they should be included. While none
of these areas has as clear a connection as the Leadership and Advising and Supporting
competencies. they did merit some discussion.
Personal a11d Ethical Foundations (PEF). The personal and ethical foundation

competency area includes the knowledge and skills in developing and maintaining
integrity in life and work. This competency includes thoughtful development and
commitment to one·s own wellness and growth (ACPA/NASPA. 201 5). These skills
develop through curiosity. reflection. and self-authorship. This competency was one that
a few pa1ticipants mentioned even though they didn "t realize that they were doing so. The
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skills within this competency coincide with the way the participants talked about
knowing when they have ..too much on their plate:· There were also a few times where
participants talked about certain things not being done con-ectly or the fact that
contradicting things were happening within the offices they worked in.
The foundational concepts that the participants touched on in this competency
surround the ideas of wellness and healthy living. ethical codes and professional
standards. and self-assessment and renection. This competency area talks about
supporting others in the pursuit of wellness and development. as well as the importance
of renecting on ones perspectives. biases. and ethical development. The skills that a
majority of the participants mentioned that align with this competency include were
having passion and empathy. understanding of student development. fostering individual
growth. supporting diversity and inclusion. and effective time-management.
The participants discussed the irnportance of setting boundaries . especially the
students who had involvements within housing in reference to living where they work.
They spoke about the importance of setting aside time for oneself and taking care of
yourself as well as your students. Participants mentioned being passionate and feeling
empathy for people as being something that professionals should have and do. and that
goes with maintaining integrity in the workplace. This competency is one that the
participants talked a lot about with what they saw in their mentors and how the mentors
allov.ed them to grow and develop integrity and passion for the career.
Social Justice and lllclusio11 (SJ/). The social justice and inclusion competency

refers to the knowledge and skills needed to create learning environments that foster
equitable participation al all groups and addresses issues of oppression. privilege. and
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power (AC PA/NASPA. 20 1 5 ). It includes having a sense of your own social
responsibility within the larger global context. This can be incorporated through meeting
the needs of all groups. raising social consciousness. and repairing past and current harms
on campus communities ( ACPA/NASPA. 2015).
The foundational concepts within this competency focus on building meaningful
relationships. dismantling biases. being flexible. empowering others. and creating equity.
Empathy. adaptability. fostering growth. diversity and inclusion, exhibiting confidence.
and creating meaningful relationships were all skills mentioned by participants that align
with this competency area.
Social justice and inclusion was stressed by multiple participants in terms of
advocating for students. They talked about creating inclusive and accepting environments
for their students and doing whatever we can for them while teaching them how to do the
same. The participants focused on advocating in the pursuit of creating equal
opportunities for all students. and to do so they talked about the idea of being confident in
knowing what needed to change in order to do so.
Orga11izatio11al and Human Resources (OHR). The organizational and human

resources competency focuses on the knowledge and skills around the institutional
human capital. financial. and physical resources (ACPAINASPS.

20 1 5 ) .

It recognizes the

personal strengths student affairs professionals bring and how they grow through
challenging themselves to build new skills in selecting and supervising staff. resolving
conflict. and assessing crisis and risk management. The foundational concepts within this
competency focus on skill development. communicating with various groups of people.
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motiYating others. adapting to di fferent situations. \'aluing continuous learning and
growth. and assessing one· s own strengths and weaknesses.
Participants· attention to being adaptable. being effective at ti me-management.
improving communication. fostering studenl growth and development. and incorporating
inclusion into \\Ork all relate to this co1T1petency. The partici pants discussed how
continuous growth and development was important in the field and mentioned that the
field is always changing and how important it is to be able to adapt. Creating
environments that were open and welcoming. espec ially among the students who took
leadership roles aligned strongly with the goals of this competency.

Other competencies
While the remaining competencies didn·t necessarily align with the skills
identified by pa11 icipants as a group. there were elements that individual participants
raised that appeared to be the result of the unique nature of their specific involvement
activities. While some of the skills the participants mentioned do align with some of the
foundational concepts within these competencies. they were only mentioned by one or
two of the participants and not the majority of them.
The values. philosophy. and h istory competency area includes the knowledge and
skills that connect the history and values of the student affairs profession to one· s current
practice ( ACPAINASPA. 20 1 5 ). None o f the participants talked directly about the hi story
of the field. but a few touched on some o f the values they believe are par1 of the reason
student affairs professionals exist. For example .

Dan talked about

how the main focus

should be the students and what we can do to get them to where they want to be. He
talked about an office he was involved w ith that didn ·1 really model what he believed
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were the principles of the profession. and the way he sa'v the school and department
wasn "t the way they were talking about it to others. This disconnect between the stated
and actual values of the office highlighted to him a fail ure in the mission of that office.
The only participant who addressed the Law. policy . and Governance

(LPG)

competency was Cam as they attended a private institution and they noted signi ficant
d ifferences in the \vays things were done compared to public institutions. They expressed
how it's im portant to know who to go to under di fferent circumstances to resolve issues
effectively. and knowing what is acceptable and what isn " t at d ifferent types of
institutions.
While there were additional connections to the other competency areas. most were
tenuous and were unable to be supported as the relationships to the competency areas
already listed. There was suggestions that some involvements . such as the participants
who worked with Orientation . develop skills unique to that particular type of
involvement. but as an general statement about involvement in general. the most solid
connections were to the competencies in the Lead and Advising and Supporting areas.

Implications
The goal of this study was to assess what skills the participants said they gained
from invol vement and felt were necessary to be successful in the field and whether those
skills aligned with the ACPAINASPA core competencies. Knowing how the participants
responses align with the competencies will allows student affairs faculty and other
professionals to better understand how graduate students· perceptions on the field align
with the core competencies that have been identified as necessary for success and where
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attention and interventions are needed to reinforce and support students development of
these competencies.
Student affairs administrators are encouraged to use the competencies when
designing coursework and professional development experiences (ACPA/NASPA. 2 0 1 5).
Graduate preparation programs are to utilize the competencies when reviewing programs
and learning outcomes as well as creating expectations for learning experiences of their
students. This study demonstrates that the competencies are aligned in the broad sense.
but specific understanding and awareness still needs to be developed so that these nev;
professionals will better understand and be better prepared

for the

profession. Greater

awareness of the competencies. both their substance and the philosophy behind them.
would allow graduate students to make better connections with their personal views and
the reality of student affairs work.
This research can also be beneficial for faculty of student affairs programs as it
highlights the need for greater explanation and understanding earlier in the graduate
program of the competencies. Student affairs professionals can benefit from read ing this
study. espec ially ones who work closely with students and who might become mentors to
students that are getting in\'Olved i n different leadership roles. Current professionals
should truly understand the impact they have on their student leaders. and how they can
impact motivated students into possibility becoming future student affairs professionals.
The participants put into perspective just hov,, influential having a strong mentor
can be. espec ially in the student affairs field. During their involvement activities the
participants sav.· professionals who loved their job and helped students grow and develop
throughout their journey.

A majority of the skills the pa11icipants seemed to base their
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responses off of were connected lo their own personal encounters \Vith professionals
during their extracurricular involvements. Within student affairs. the professionals who
work closely with student leaders are strong mentors for a majority o f those students and
can he that person who recruits and motivates the students who are passionate about their
leadership positions to learn about the student affairs field.
Future Research
•

A study focusing on the various types of extra-curricular involvements and the
skills that are gained from them may shed light on how students involved in
them develop skillsets specific to the type of involvement they pa11icipated in.

•

Additional studies of students in other graduate programs could look to
determine the generalizability of the findings of this study.

•

Half of the participants in this study had worked outside higher education
prior to returning for their graduate program and while this was not a focus of
the study. a follow up study focusing on how their experiences were different
compared to those who do not may be informative.

•

A future study could also look at students· perceptions and experiences solely
through the lens of a single competency rather than all ten areas to determine
what. if any. relationships exist with preparing students for the profession.

•

Finally. an analysis of personal fit. as mentioned by multiple participants.
could be conducted using Holland·s Vocational Theory to consider
professional fit between the person. the perceived professional elements. and
the identi lied competencies.
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Conclusion

The professional competencies are meant to serve as a framework for
professionals and help provide structure for the occupation in order to make evaluating
programs and services measurable (McClellan and Stringer. 201 1 ) The concept of
.

standards and competencies became significant to the profession in the 1 990s (Coffey.
20 I 0). There is limited research on the factors that contribute to professionals·
achievement of the core competencies within the profession (Mui ler et al . 201 7).
.

Student affairs professionals are expected to have a wide variety of different skills
in order to be effective in their positions (Muller et al.. 201 7). The core competencies are
complex and continuously evolving. This study specifically focused on the foundational
outcomes. which are seen as essential in fom1ing the groundwork necessary to build up
into the next proficiency level (Coffey. 20 I 0). According to Waple (2006) it is possible
that the perceptions of skills that are necessary may change as professionals become more
experienced.
Burkard. et al. (2005) examined perceptions of mid- and senior-level
professionals in the field on what were important for new professionals. and found that
the majority of the skills identified were personal qualities and characteristics that led to
foundational skills which are needed for effective student affairs practices. The
participants in this study also l isted mostly transferrable foundational skills or personal
traits and attitudes as the skills which they feel are important to have in the field. This
study identified the participants· self-perception of skills they gained as a leader in their
undergraduate involvement experiences. The pa11icipants were also able to take a deeper
look at what they saw in their mentors. and what they think is needed to be successful in
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the field based on their experiences up to this point. This study also gave the participants
the chance to think about those di fferent skills they mentioned and reflect on what they
still need to work on throughout the rest of their educational journey in order to be a
successful professional themselves.
Holland. et al.. ( 1 994) stated that Holland·s vocational theory helps organize and
understand how people are di fferent because of their personalities. interests. and
behaviors as well as how their environment needs to match for them to be satisfied.
Holland·s theory is about how people search for an environment that allows them to
exercise their skills and capabi lities. express their values. and take on problems and
appropriate roles (Holland. et al.. 1 994). It is believed that early in l i fe people·s heredity
and experiences lead them to prefer certain activities over others. which bring them
satisfaction. and the pursuit of these interests is what leads to more special ized skills
(Hol land. et al.. 1 994

&

Mumme. 1 997). This study has shown the importance of self

reflection. realizing the skills students gain from involvement. what skills they see in
others. and where their passion lies. This study identified how the skills gained from
undergraduate involvement experiences impact professional fit within the student affairs
field based on the competencies.
Through their involvement, meaningful mentorships. and knowledge gained thus
far the participants have expressed a number of skills they believe arc necessary to have
i n order to be a successful student affairs professional. Although none of the participants
directly stated the names of the ACPA!NASPA core competencies. quite a few of the
skills they l isted fel l into at least one of the core competencies. and sometimes more than
one. Because of their past involvement experiences and learning from student affairs
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professionals they considered mentors. the participants gave a list of skills that
corresponded relati\'ely well with the ACPA/NASPA core competencies. The researcher
found that the skills that a majority of the participants mentioned throughout their
interview did align with at least five of the ten core competencies.
The skills listed by the participants aligned with the Leadership. Advising and
Supporting. Personal and Ethical Foundations. Social Justice and I nclusion. and
Organizational and Human Resources competencies. Although the skills that the
participants listed didn ·t align with the remaining five competency areas. there were
skills l isted by some of the participants that did align with those areas.
This study allowed the researcher to look at the core competencies of the field and
see how current graduate students perceptions of skills needed in the profession align
with the foundational concepts of each competency area. This study shows that graduate
students in a college student affairs program focused on a variety of competencies and
skills as being key to success in student affairs.
This study adds new perspectives as to what skills are gained from different types
of involvement and what skills are seen as important for student affairs professionals to
have in order to be successful. Student affairs administrators. faculty. and staff can use
this study as a guide for how and when to imroduce the ACPA/NASPA competencies
into their graduate preparation programs at their institutions. Professionals in the field
also need to use this awareness to be more intentional in their work with students as their
role-modeling behaviors and serv ing as mentors has a strong connection to students·
decision to actually enter and succeed in the field.
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Appendix A

Interview Protocol Questions
I . Thinking back on your undergraduate experience. can you tell me about the first experience
you had that motivated you to start getting involved?
2.

Please tell me a little about the different types of groups and organizations you were involved
in.

3 . What was the first leadership role you took on. Did you continue taking o n more leadership
roles after that? I f so. explain what motivated you to do so.
4.

What would you say was the most meaningful involvement experience of your undergraduate
journey? Tell me a little bit about why it was so impactful.

5 . What are some o f the skills and abilities you would say that you developed as a result of
being involved in these activities?
6. During this time. did you have any student affairs professionals that you considered to be
mentors/leaders or individuals that you admired or looked up to?
7. Thinking about those professionals, were there any skills or competencies you noticed that
they possessed that you feel made them successful student affairs professionals?
8.

What were some of the factors that helped you decide to pursue a career in student affairs?

9. Did any of the professionals or experiences you previously identified affect your decision to
pursue student affa irs as a career? I f so. please explain why you feel that way.
I 0. What are some skills that you think are important to have as a student affairs Professional.
and why?
11.

Thinking about yourself. what are some things you feel that you still need to learn and work
on to be successful in this field?

113
12. I lave you ever heard of the NASPA/ACPA Core Competencies of the student affairs
Profession? I f so. please tell me what you know about them.
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Appendix B

Participant Recruitment Email
Hello.

My name is Annie Garner and l am a 211d Year graduate student in the College Student Affairs
Graduate Program at Eastern Illinois University. I am conducting a research study as part of the
academic requirement for this program. The study involves looking at the skills professionals in
student affairs should possess to be successful in the profession.

I am looking for a group of 5-7 participants who were involved in extracurricular activities
during their undergraduate years of college. These activities may include clubs. organizations.
leadership roles. working in housing or student life. etc. that may have impacted your decision to
become a student affairs professional.

I f you are interested. please contact me at the email below. All potential participants will be
asked to complete an undergraduate involvement card that will be used in the selection of the
final participants. All participation in this study is voluntary and individuals may withdraw from
the study at any point.

This study is being supervised by Dr. Coleman. and he can be contacted at jkcoleman({[ieiu.edu.

Annie Gamer
J\agarncr2•a eiu.cdu
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Appendix C

FollO\v-up Email to Participants
Hello.

I am emailing you a reminder invitation to participate in this study on the skills for success in
student affairs. There is still space available for participants who \.\ere involved in extracurricular
activities during their undergraduate years of college. These activities may include clubs.
organizations. leadership roles. working in housing or student life. etc. that may have impacted
your decision to become a student affairs professional.

If you are interested or have any questions. please feel free to contact me at the email below.

This study is being supervised by Dr. Coleman. and he can be contacted at jkcolcman 'J
< eiu.edu.

Annie Gamer
/\a!!arner2 <i eiu.edu
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Appendix D

Questionnaire to Identify Participant Pool
Name:
Gender:

Undergraduate Involvement - ( Whether you took part in these activities outside of the classroom.
or you may have held a leadership role in one or more of them as well ) Check all that apply:
•

Student Life
0

Student Government

0

Student Organizations/Clubs

•

Community Engagement/Service

•

Housing
0

Residence Hall Government

0

Resident Assistant

•

Admissions

•

Orientation

•

Multicultural Centers

•

Greek Life

•

Othe r:
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Appendix E
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH
Ilmr First >'ear C SA Graduate Students Experie11ces a11d Perceptions Alif!n irith the
A( "PAlf\'ASPA Prr�fessimwl ( '0111pete11cies

You are invited to participate in a research study conducted by Alexis Garner. a graduate
student in the College Student Affairs program. and Dr. Jun Coleman. al Eastern Illinois
University.
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. Please ask questions about anything
you do not understand. before deciding whether or not to paiticipate.
You have been asked lo participate in this study because you are currently a graduate
student in a Student Affairs Graduate Preparation Program. and have communicated that
you were involved in co-curricular activities during your undergraduate experience.
•

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study is to identify the skills first year graduate students in a college
student affairs program perceive they obtained from being an involved undergraduate
student. as well as the skills and competencies that they believe are needed to be
successful in the student affairs profession.
•

PROCEDURES

I f you volunteer to participate in this study. you will be asked to:
Participate in an interview with Alexis Garner. graduate student in the College Student
Affairs program. The interview will consist of questions related to your undergraduate
experiences. extracurricular activities you were involved in. and what skills you believe
you gained from your involvement and what skills you believe are important in the field
of Student Affairs.
Interviews will be videotaped so they can be transcribed and coded later on. Only Alexis
Garner and Dr. Jon Coleman will have access to the recordings.
•

POTENTIAL RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS

Al this time. there are no foreseeable risks to participating in this study.
•

POTENTIAL BENEFITS TO SUBJECTS AND/OR TO SOCIETY

Participants will learn what they perceive to be skills they are have developed because of
past co-curricular involvement during their undergraduate education. and how being
im·olved has helped them have a leg up on being a new student affairs professional.
From this study Eastern I llinois University's College Student Affairs Graduate
Preparation Program will learn what skills their students believe they have developed
prior to starting the program. and what skills they feel still need to be worked on before
they graduate.
Current professionals will be able to connect how skills gained from undergraduate
involvement align and lead to development of the core competencies of the student
affairs profession. and what gaps exist or weak spots that need improvement.
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•

CONFIDENTIALITY

Any information that is obtained in connection ,,·ith this study and that can be identified
with you will remain confidential and will be disclosed only with your permission or as
required by law. Confidentiality will be maintained by means of assigning a code name to
each participant. The video recording and transcription will be kept in a locked drawer in
the Principal Investigator·s apartment and is only accessible by Principal I nvestigator
Alexis Garner and sponsor Dr. Jon Coleman. The data ·will be destroyed after thrt::t:: ) cars
per I R B requirements.
•

PARTICIPATION A N D WITHDRAWAL

Participation in this research study is voluntary and not a requirement or a condition for
being the recipient of benefits or services from Eastern I llinois U niversity or any other
organization sponsoring the research project. I f you volunteer to be in this study. you may
withdraw at any time without consequences of any kind or loss of benefits or services to
which you are otherwise entitled. You may also refuse to answer any questions you do
not want to answer.
•

IDENTIFICATION OF I NVESTIGATORS

I f you have any questions or concerns about this research. please contact:
Alexis Gamer. Principal Investigator. ( 2 l 7) 232-03 l l , aagarner2@eiu.edu
Dr. Jon Coleman. Faculty Sponsor. ( 2 1 7 ) 5 8 1 -7240. jkcoleman@eiu.edu
•

RIGHTS OF RESEARCH SUBJECTS

I f you have any questions or concerns about the treatment of human participants in this
study. you may call or write:
Institutional Review Board
Eastern Illinois University
600 Lincoln Ave.
Charleston. I L 6 1 920
Telephone: (2 1 7) 5 8 1 -8576
E-mail: eiuirb'u '""" .ciu.edu
You will be given the opportunity to discuss any questions about your rights as a research
subject with a member of the I RB . The IRB is an independent committee composed of
members of the U niversity community. as well as lay members of the community not
connected with EIU. The I R B has reviewed and approved this study.
I voluntarily agree to participate in this study. I understand that I am free to withdraw my
consent and discontinue my participation at any time. I have been given a copy of this
form.

Printed Name of Participant

Signature of Participant

Date

